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Abstract
For large-scale distributed applications, effective use of available network throughput and optimiza-
tion of data transfer speed is crucial for end-to-end application performance. Today, many regional
and national optical networking initiatives such as LONI, ESnet and Teragrid provide high speed
network connectivity to their users. However, majority of the users fail to obtain even a fraction of
the theoretical speeds promised by these networks due to issues such as sub-optimal protocol tuning,
disk bottleneck on the sending and/or receiving ends, and processor limitations. This implies that
having high speed networks in place is important but not sufficient for the improvement of end-to-end
data transfer throughput. Being able to effectively use these high speed networks is becoming more
and more important.
Optimization of the underlying protocol parameters at the application layer (i.e. opening multiple
parallel TCP streams, tuning the TCP buffer size and I/O block size) is one way of improving the
network transfer throughput. On the other hand, end-to-end data transfer throughput bottleneck
on high performance networking systems occur mostly at the participating storage systems rather
than the network. The performance of a storage system heavily depends on the speed of its disk and
CPU subsystems. Thus, it is critical to estimate the storage system’s bandwidth at both endpoints
in addition to the network bandwidth. Disk bottleneck can be eliminated by the use of multiple disks
(data striping), and CPU bottleneck can be eliminated by the use of multiple processors (parallelism).
In this dissertation, we develop application-level models to predict the best combination of protocol
parameters for optimal network performance, including the number of parallel data streams, protocol
buffer size; and integration of disk and CPU speed parameters into the performance model to predict
the optimal number of disk and CPU striping for the best end-to-end data throughput. These models
will be made available to the community for use in data transfer tools, schedulers, and high-level
planners.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The advancement of science in many fields (e.g. coastal and environmental modeling, bioinformatics,
medical imaging, fluid dynamics and high energy physics) with their emerging data management
needs is only possible with end-to-end network capabilities that will support their Petascale com-
putational and data requirements. With the recent developments in the optical network technology,
which is exceeding 100Gbps data transport capacity, the utilization of network resources has brought
a challenge to the current middleware solutions to provide distributed Petascale science [31].
The high-speed networks have constructed a base for the Petascale generation of supercomputers
and it has become a must for the host-systems, the protocol stack and the network developers to be
consistent with each other to be able to provide high-speed I/O capabilities. In the current techniques,
achieving multiple Gbps throughput conventionally over TCP-based networks has become a burden.
The throughput rate achieved by today’s IP networks is limited by the performance of TCP which is a
reliable data transport protocol and the basis of default application-level transfer protocols (e.g. FTP,
GridFTP). Over the years, many variants of TCP have been implemented to improve its performance,
however it still remains as the most-widely adopted data transport protocol.
Apart from the low-level transport protocols implemented, there has been a number of high-level
methods to optimize the throughput of data transfers regardless of the underlying protocol used.
Tuning underlying end-system parameters and opening parallel streams is a way of doing it and
widely used in many application areas from data-intensive scientific computing to live multimedia
and peer-to-peer paradigms.
It is shown that parallel streams achieve high throughput by mimicking the behavior of individual
streams and get an unfair share of the available bandwidth [26, 19, 4, 11, 8, 16, 20]. On the other
hand, using too many simultaneous connections reaches the network on a congestion point and after
that threshold, the achievable throughput starts to drop down for low-speed networks. Unfortunately
it is difficult to predict the point of congestion and since it is variable over some parameters which
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are unique in both time and domain. The prediction of the optimal number of streams is hence very
challenging without some parameters of current network conditions such as available bandwidth,
RTT, packet loss rate, bottleneck link capacity and data size.
It is easier to optimize the network parameters in the case of bulk data transfers. After some
point in time, enough historical information is gathered and the parameters are optimized according
to the condition of the network. This type of optimization has already been used with Stork data
scheduler [18] before. However, for individual data transfers, the optimization becomes harder. Instead
of relying on historical information, the transfer should be optimized based on instant feedback. This
optimization could be done by achieving optimal number of parallel streams to get the highest
throughput. However, an optimization technique not relying on historical data in this case must not
cause too much overhead due to gathering instant data which would be larger than the speed up
gained with multiple streams for a particular data size. Gathering instant information for prediction
models could be done by using network performance measurement tools. However it is very difficult
to choose a measurement tool for efficient and accurate information collection. Although difficult, the
prediction of the optimal parallelism level for a data transfer regardless of the underlying network
characteristics is not impossible(whether it is a high-speed network or a low-speed WAN or LAN).
With the development of recent high-bandwidth networking technologies reaching 100Gbps speeds,
the bottlenecks over the end-systems have become the major factor that affects the upper limit of
the end-to-end data transfer speed. End-systems that invoke and receive data transfers may range
from supercomputers to computational clusters or to hosts of varying capabilities [31]. They have
potential bottlenecks such as disk throughput, CPU speed, MTU and window size. However these
bottlenecks could be overcome by proper tuning of the systems based on end system properties and
architecture.
Network is the major source of bottleneck especially for low-bandwidth architectures. The systems
connected with this kind of network, usually consist of single CPU/node, single disk access and NICs
under or equal to 100Mbps. The possible causes of low data transfer performance can be listed as
latency, current network traffic, protocols used and untuned buffer size. While the first two problems
2
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FIGURE 1.1: Protocol bottleneck on LONI Linux Clusters
are directly related to the network bottleneck, the latter two are related indirectly since these settings
are configured at the end-system.
The end-systems that are connected with high-speed networks, usually consist of parallel clusters,
super-computers or parallel storage systems. The first and foremost problem on those end-systems
is again the protocol used. For example, TCP protocol is not designed for those type of networks
and can not utilize the most of the available bandwidth. Usage of multiple parallel streams and
correct buffer size could solve the problem in the application level. Figure 1.1.a presents an example
architecture on the LONI network. In this architecture, the head node and the worker nodes have
1Gbps NICs. The maximum buffer size is set to 128KB by default. Without any optimization, a
throughput of around 100Mbps is achieved. However with proper use of parallel streams, it increases
to around 900Mbps.
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Usage of parallel streams or large buffer sizes places a burden on CPU as well as NIC. For parallel
architectures, use of multiple CPUs and NICs may address the problem. In a typical distributed
shared memory architecture, while the speed of the NIC on the head node is compatible to the speed
of the network, the ones on the worker nodes may or may not. Considering that single disk access
is available, the possible causes of bottleneck that may occur in such a system could be listed as
CPU speed, protocol settings and NIC on worker nodes. Figure 1.1.b shows an example architecture
in which the head node has a NIC of 10Gbps whereas the worker nodes have 1Gbps or 10Gbps
NICs. For the first case (1Gbps NIC on the worker node), two problems may occur: the CPU on
the headnode may not compete to the speed of NIC or if it is a worker node the NIC itself becomes
the bottleneck. For the second case, the only possible cause of bottleneck is the CPU considering
memory-to-memory transfers where disk is not part of the end-to-end data transfer path.
Many parallel systems that are connected via high-speed networks have parallel storage systems.
Disk access rate is a major source of bottleneck in single disk access systems. However in parallel
storage systems, this bottleneck could be overcome by reading/writing data in stripes. While over-
coming this bottleneck, we could generate new bottlenecks since other parts of the system(e.g. CPU,
NIC) may not keep up to it. In this case the possible causes of bottleneck could be listed as disk
speed, CPU speed, protocol settings and NIC. Figure 1.1.c presents an example architecture.
In this dissertation, we propose an application-level approach to overcome protocol and end-system
bottlenecks and develop models to provide the optimum end-to-end data transfer throughput. These
models decide on the optimal settings(e.g.number of parallel streams per stripe, buffer size, number
of stripes per node, number of nodes) for a specific data transfer considering the current architecture
of the systems and make projection of the available amount of bandwidth for the users.
1.1 Contributions
We have developed models that address the dynamic orchestration of multi-domain network resources
to provide end-to-end throughput optimization. From a broader point of view, the collaborative tuning
of end-system resources (e.g. storage, CPU) in conjunction with the network resources is realized.
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The developments of high-speed networks that connect supercomputers and other parallel systems
as well as the lack of a transport-level protocol that will utilize the resources, led us to the dynamic
application-level optimization of these resources. The models presented provide the users with the
optimal parameters to obtain the highest end-to-end throughput by using existing protocols and
tools. The major contributions of this work can be listed as follows:
• We provide optimization for data transfer throughput in the application-level without any need
to change transport protocols.
• We develop models by using as little information as possible at the same time providing accuracy
and scalability regardless of the architecture.
• We enable utilization of high-speed networks by removing the bottlenecks in the end systems
and achieve this through optimal modeling of CPU parallelism and Disk striping in today’s
sophisticated architectures such as supercomputers, parallel disk systems and clusters.
• We provide the user with optimization parameters specific to their transfers.
1.2 Thesis Outline
The chapters of the dissertation are organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we present the background
information and the previous work related to parallel streams, buffer size and CPU and disk paral-
lelism. Chapter 3 analyzes the possible causes of bottlenecks that could occur in end-systems and
discusses how to overcome these bottlenecks. In Chapter 4, we present novel models about parallel
streams and buffer size optimization and a thorough flow model which includes the removal of end-
system bottlenecks. In Chapter 5, we present algorithms that apply the flow model to improve the
end-to-end data transfer throughput. Chapter 6 has detailed experimental results which validate the
models presented in this dissertation. In Chapter 7, we conclude this dissertation and in Chapter 8,
we present the list of publications about this work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
The existing high-speed networks suffer from the inadequacy of the current protocols in use which
were not designed taking into account their properties. We focus on TCP since it is the most widely
adapted protocol and one of the most important reasons of bottleneck in high-speed networks because
of its design goals.
TCP is a transport layer protocol designed to utilize the network bandwidth giving importance
to fairness among the flows sharing the network. It has two phases that are named ”Slow start”
and ”Congestion Avoidance” (Figure 2.1). The congestion window size is the number of packets the
sender is allowed to send. The higher the congestion window the higher the throughput. In the slow
start phase, the congestion window starts from 1 packet and is exponentially increased to utilize
the throughput quickly until a packet loss event occurs. Then the congestion window is divided by
half and starts to increase linearly. This is known as the additive increase - multiplicative decrease
property(AIMD) [29]. When a timeout occurs the loop turns to the beginning congestion window size
and enters the slow start phase again. This property of TCP ensures fairness, however it gives poor
performance in terms of throughput. Therefore other methods have been developed to compensate
its poor performance.
There has been a number of studies that try to optimize the network and the end-systems to
obtain the maximal end-to-end throughput in terms of several parameters such as the parallel stream
number, window size, MTU(Maximum Transmission Unit) size, load sharing with IRQ(Interrupt Re-
Quest) bonding and interrupt coalescing. Most of the optimizations are done manually and dynamic
optimization methods are scarce.
2.1 Parallel Streams Optimization
The studies that try to find the optimal number of streams are so few and mostly based on approxi-
mate theoretical models [10, 21, 3, 17]. They all have specific constraints and assumptions. Also the
correctness of the proposed models are mostly validated with simulation results only.
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FIGURE 2.1: TCP Behavior
Hacker et al. claim that the total number of streams behaves like one giant stream that transfers in
capacity of total of each streams’ achievable throughput [10]. In this model, the achievable throughput
depends on three parameters: Round trip time, Maximum Segment Size and Packet Loss rate. The
following equation presents an upper bound on the achievable throughput of n streams :
Th <= n
MSS
RTT
c√
p
(2.1)
RTT represents round trip time, MSS represents the maximum segment size, p represents the
packet loss rate and c is a constant.
However, this model only works for uncongested networks and assumes the packet loss rate is stable
and same for each connection and does not increase as the number of streams increases. At the point
the network gets congested, the packet loss rate starts to increase dramatically and the achievable
throughput starts to decrease. So it is important to find that point of knee in packet loss rate. Overall
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this model requires too much information that is also hard to gather and it does not give an answer
to at what point the network will be congested.
Dinda et al. models the bandwidth of multiple streams as a partial second order equation and
needs throughput measurement of two different stream numbers to predict the others [21]. The
model tries to solve Equation 2.1 by computing the relationship between p, RTT , and n. MSS and
c are considered as constants. The relationship is represented by a new variable p′n which is equalized
to a partial second order polynomial which is believed to be best suited [21]:
p′n = pn
RTT 2n
c2MSS2
= a′n2 + b′ (2.2)
After placing p′n in Equation 2.1, total throughput of n streams is calculated as follows:
Thn =
n√
p′
n
=
n√
a′n2 + b′
(2.3)
a′ and b′ are parameters to be found by measurements. To be able to solve this equation, two achiev-
able throughput measurements for two different parallelism levels are needed. The only possible way
to find those throughput values is either use a tool that has the capability to do parallel transfers or
to use information about past transfers. The experimental results claim that the parallelism level cor-
rectly can be predicted, however in those results the aggregated throughput of connections increases
and then becomes stable but never falls down. Hence it does not take into account that opening too
many streams can place a burden over the network and the end-system and causes the throughput
to decrease after the optimal point.
In another model, the total throughput always shows the same characteristics [3] depending on
the capacity of the connection as the number of streams increases and 3 streams are sufficient to get
a 90% utilization. This model bases its correctness on the fact that opening too many connections
imposes a processing overhead and leaves smaller bandwidth to other flows. It is noted that for single
stream situation, a TCP connection may utilize only 75% of the bandwidth because of its AIMD
(additive increase and multiplicative decrease) property. Only with parallel streams we could increase
this ratio. Because only a small subset of the connections undergoes multiplicative decrease during
congestion, this helps parallel streams to recover quickly. Assuming only one of the connections
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undergoes a multiplicative decrease at any time, the following formula can be used to predict the
throughput [3]:
Thn = C
(
1− 1
1 + 1+B
1−Bn
)
(2.4)
B is 1/2 for TCP connections as it decreases its window by half for the multiplicative decrease
and C is the capacity of the link. There are two issues that need to be solved for that approach to
be applied. First of all, we need to know the bottleneck link capacity for the overall connection to
be able to produce correct results since this formula gives the throughput over a single link. Second,
this formula gives the total number of streams that survive to get this aggregate throughput however
if we need to know the additional number of streams to open then we must have an idea about how
many other streams are using the link as cross traffic. We must find a way to determine the existing
flow number.
A new protocol study [17] that adjusts sending rate according to calculated backlog presents a
model to predict the current number of flows which could be useful to predict the future number
of flows. A target backlog is computed from the current measured bottleneck to achieve the stated
goals. Four input parameters are needed for calculations: Capacity of the bottleneck link, average
and minimum round trip times and packet loss rate. With these inputs it is possible to derive the
cross-traffic throughput and average number of flows sharing the bottleneck link. If we know the
average number of flows sharing the bottleneck link we can combine this with the model in [3] . Say
that we want a 98% link utilization and we know the capacity of the bottleneck link. We can calculate
the optimal n and subtract the average number of flows sharing the link. So we find the number of
additional streams to open.
nadd = nopt − n (2.5)
However the information for those calculations can be gained in the low level protocol layer. For
example the sending rate can only be decided by the underlying protocol which depends on setting
the window size dynamically.
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2.2 Buffer Size Optimization
Another important parameter to be tuned for high throughput is the TCP buffer size. Buffer size
parameter affects maximum number of packets that will be on the fly before the sender will wait
for an acknowledgement. If a network buffer is undersized then the network cannot be fully utilized.
However, if it is oversized there could also be degradation in the throughput because of packet losses
hence window reductions. Usually it is tuned manually by the application users or in the kernel level
of the operating system.
A common method to tune the buffer size is to set it to the twice the value of bandwidth× delay
product (BDP). However this assumption of making the buffer size as large as the twice of the BDP
only holds when there is no cross traffic along the path which is quite impossible. So it brings the
question of whether to use the capacity of the network or the available bandwidth as well as minimum
RTT or maximum RTT. Hence there is a quite variety in the understandings of the bandwidth and
delay concepts. Below is a list of different meanings of BDP [15]:
• BDP1: B = C ×RTTmax
• BDP2: B = C ×RTTmin
• BDP3: B = A×RTTmax
• BDP4: B = A×RTTmin
• BDP5: B = BTC ×RTTave
• BDP6: B = B∞
In the above equations, B represents the buffer size, C represents the capacity of the link, A
represents the available bandwidth and RTT is the round trip time. BTC in BDP5 is the average
throughput of a bulk congestion-limited transfer and calculated based on the congestion window size.
Finally B∞ in BDP6 is a large value which is always greater that the congestion window so that the
connection will always be congestion-limited.
Most of the tuning methods described in the literature do the tuning in the kernel level and
approaches that use application level auto-tuning are so few [15], [24]. The methods that use one of
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the above equations usually rely on tools to take the measurement of available bandwidth and RTT
and do not consider the effect of the cross traffic and congestion created by using large buffer sizes.
The techniques that need modifications to the kernel [6], [25], [30], [34] is usually based on dynamic
changes to the buffer size during the transfer based on the congestion window or flow control window
parameters. The approach presented in [6] requires changes to the Kernel Stack. Based on the current
congestion window, RTT and server read time, they calculate the following congestion and set the
buffer variables based on the current and next congestion window sizes. Those variables determine
the upper bound of the socket buffer before it can accept data from application as well as the lower
bound of free space and current number of acknowledged bytes. In that sense this approach is similar
to BDP5. Another study [25] is also similar to the previous where the sender buffer size is adjusted
based on the congestion window. Also the buffer memory is fairly shared among the connections. The
receive buffer is sufficiently large so that it will not limit the throughput. Other two of the competitive
techniques which are widely used are Dynamic Right-Sizing [34] and Linux 2.4 Auto-Tuning [30].
DRS is basically a receiver -based approach where the receiver tries to estimate the bandwidth×delay
product by using TCP packet header information and time stamps. Instead of using static flow control
windows, the advertised receive window is dynamically changed so that the sender is not limited by
the flow control. On the other side, Linux auto-tuning is a memory management technique in which
it increases or decreases window size continuously based on the available memory and socket buffer
space. The preferable technique to be used may depend on the data transfer characteristics. For
example, while Linux 2.4 auto-tuning is good for large number of small connections, Dynamic Right
Sizing is preferred for smaller number of large connections such as bulk data transfers or FTP [35].
Also the latency is another big factor for the selection of window size tuning technique. While tuning
window size does not have a big effect for a small latency transfer, it has a big effect for high latency
transfers.
There are also techniques that are applied in the application level without changing the kernel
and the protocol [15], [24], [12], [22]. Those methods are usually static and once the buffer size is
set it does not change throughout the transfer. In [12] the estimated throughput of a connection is
calculated based on packet loss probability, RTT and Retransmission time out based on the model
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presented in [23]. Then by using the BDP product the buffer size is determined: Buffersize =
EstimatedThroughput × RTT . In [22], a series of ICMP messages are sent out and the packet
length is divided by the time difference between two consecutive packets and by dividing them to the
RTT , the available bandwidth of the bottleneck link is calculated. Then by multiplying it with the
RTT the buffer size is determined. The study in [15] and [24] separates the buffer of a congested path
from a non-congested path. The approach they propose finds the efficient buffer size for especially
non-congested paths. In a non-congested path, the optimal buffer size is found by considering the
existing cross traffic. They propose an application layer tool called SOBAS, where in uncongested
paths it limits the buffer size so it does not overflow the buffers of the bottleneck link and in congested
paths it does not limit the transfer window so that the buffer size increases and becomes congestion
limited. They send periodic UDP probing packets and calculate the throughput based on those
probes. When the throughput becomes stable for some period of time they limit the receiver buffer
according to that value.
Although the buffer size parameter is properly tuned, it does not show a better performance than
using parallel streams because parallel streams recover from packet loss quickly rather than a buffer
tuned single stream. Using a tuned buffer size for a single stream provides a good performance com-
paring to an untuned stream. Using parallel streams provides an even better performance although
the buffer is untuned. A good combination of tuned buffer size with parallel streams can even improve
the performance further [7]. With a tuned buffersize however, less number of streams are needed com-
pared to untuned parallel streams(Figure 2.2). If a good balance among the buffer size and parallel
streams could be developed, we could find an optimal combination in which excess number of streams
are avoided but at the same time better performance is gained.
Although a decent number of studies have been presented in buffer size tuning, there are only a
few studies that tries to derive a mathematical model to find the relationship between buffer size and
number of parallel streams. The study in [14] models the throughput of parallel streams as multiple
continuous time models of TCP congestion control mechanism. When the window size is greater
than the BDP(bandwidth × delay ) product, they model the relation among number of streams,
throughput and bottleneck link bandwidth as follows:
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FIGURE 2.2: GridFTP results using tuned TCP buffers and parallel streams in LONI network
B = NT ' N
2R
(−3 +
√
6 + 21p√
p
) (2.6)
where B is the bottleneck link bandwidth, N is the number of streams, T is the throughput of
a single stream in steady state and p is the packet loss probability. When the window size is not
properly tuned throughput is defined as W/R where W is the buffer size and R is the round trip
time. Packet loss is considered as negligible and the derivations lead to the following equation:
N = (3BR− 3W −
√
3
√
9B2R2 − 16BRW + 7W 2)× BR
9BR− 6W (2.7)
Another study represents the relationship between number of parallel streams, buffer size and
round trip time by a single regression equation [5]. However this equation again considers a no-loss
network. In Equation 2.8, the BDP is equalized to the proportion of the optimal buffer size (Bo) and
optimal parallel stream number(Po). C2 is added to the equation because the throughput may not
be exactly proportional to the buffer size. C1 is also added to represent the proportional relation.
However those constants are derived from averaged results of experiments and may be different on
different types of networks.
B ×R = C1 × Po ×BoC2 (2.8)
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The existing models are scarce and derived for no-loss networks and they consider the cases where
the buffer size is not properly tuned but they do not consider the case where the buffer is also properly
tuned and also using the parallel streams for tuned buffers as in [7]. There is no result comparing a
less tuned buffer size with using more streams or a properly tuned buffer and using less number of
streams.
2.3 CPU and Disk Parallelism
The development of high speed networks caused the end-systems to be the bottleneck for high data
throughput rather than the network. The major bottlenecks include the disk and the CPU limita-
tions. Some of the optimizations to overcome the disk bottleneck are tuning I/O block size, tuning
I/O scheduler and prefetching [28]. I/O block size defines the number of bytes read/written at a time
from/to disk. I/O schedulers may perform different based on the load of the system and the charac-
teristics of the transfers. While some schedulers work better than the others in busy machines, they
can perform worse in idle machines. Also they differ in CPU usages as well. Prefetching can improve
disk speed by reading ahead for large data sizes however it can increase access times for small data
sizes. Even if all the parameters are tuned optimally, still the available high-bandwidth network may
not be utilized fully and limited by the performance of single disk. In this case, an optimal level of
striping the transfer would be a way to overcome this bottleneck. However, the cost of that approach
must be carefully calculated and models must be devised to decide on the best level of striping.
The second major bottleneck in utilizing high-speed networks is the CPU. One of the techniques
that is used to overcome this bottleneck is interrupt coalescing. When there is a high interrupt rate
usually on the headnode of a supercomputer or cluster architecture only one interrupt is generated for
multiple packets. Another technique is called IRQ bonding [28] where specific interrupts are shared
among the CPUs. Again it is really important to decide on the optimal level of parallelism about the
CPU usage.
The GridFTP Striped Server [2] provides an architecture, that supports striping and partial file
transfer. According to this architecture data could be striped or interleaved across multiple servers
as in a parallel file system or DPSS [32] disk cache. Data sources and sinks may come in different
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forms such as clusters with local disks, clusters with parallel file systems, archival storage systems
and geographically distributed data sources. A common configuration could be nodes connected by
1 Gbps connections to a switch that is connected to the external node with 10Gbps or faster. Their
experimental results showed that they could achieve a 27.3 Gbps memory-to-memory transfer and
17 Gbps disk-to-disk transfers in a 30 Gbps network. Striped transfers are performed in combination
with parallel transfers. In numerous experiments, increased streams did not equate to increased
performance, only as they approached the bottleneck link speed the number of streams begin to have
an effect. There is a knee point when the streams begin to compete with themselves or overflow
router buffers. Also disk-to-disk transfers heavily depend on the read and write speed of the parallel
file systems they used and limited by them.
Dmover [27] is used to schedule bulk data transfers between GridFTP nodes. Dmover jobs contain
the locations and paths of the files to be transferred. If a stripe count is specified, file transfers will
occur in a striped mode. Both architectures provide tools to do parallelism and striping however do
not provide the optimal level of parallelism. Dynamic decision of this number needs insight to many
factors which in the following section we analyze the effects of those factors in detail.
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Chapter 3
Analysis of End-system Bottlenecks
Using parallel streams is a common method to remove the inadequacy of TCP protocol for long-fat
networks. They provide multiple amounts of the throughput achievable by a single stream at the
expense of losing fairness among other flows using the network. For uncongested networks, this issue
is not a problem which is often the case for high-speed networks because they usually have unused
bandwidth due to improper use of end-systems. However using excessive number of parallel streams
is also not a good way to utilize the resources. There are many reasons that prohibit the usage
of excessive parallel streams. One reason is that it could reach the network to a congestion point
where packet loss rate increases and causes a drop-down in throughput. Another reason is that it
could reach the end-system to its limits such as the CPU load, disk access speed and available NIC
capacity. Another method that is especially used to overcome the disk bottleneck is striping which
means accessing different parts of data on multiple disks in parallel.
In this chapter, we present a step-by-step analysis of end-system bottlenecks and the effect of using
parallel streams and stripes on the end-to-end throughput by using GridFTP and MPI-IO. Three
different networks are used in the experiments conducted. The first network is a state-wide high-speed
network of Louisiana which is called LONI [36]. It has a 10Gbps backbone and connects 128 node
Linux clusters with 4-8 core processors on each node. The latency of paths between clusters is short
(e.g. up to 8msecs). The second network is the Teragrid [37] which is a nation-wide high-bandwidth
network that has a 30 Gbps backbone. In the third setting, we use the inter-node connection which
means node-to-node transfers in the same cluster to remove the effects of the network.
3.1 Step 1: Effect of Parallel Streams on Disk-to-disk
Transfers
The throughput that is gained by the users while doing a data transfer over the high-speed net-
works without doing any optimization is usually the disk throughput. In this section we present the
throughput of non-optimized disk-to-disk transfers and see the effect of using parallel streams. In
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FIGURE 3.1: Effect of parallel streams on GridFTP Disk-to-disk Throughput
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FIGURE 3.2: Effect of parallel streams on GridFTP Memory-to-memory Throughput
Figure 3.1, we present the disk-to-disk throughput of three different environments mentioned in the
upper section. The disk-to-disk transfers for the LONI and the TeraGrid networks are conducted over
the Lustre parallel file system [13] stored on each cluster, while for the inter-node transfers, the local
hard drive and file system is used. The throughput for the LONI and Teragrid transfers are around
600Mbps for non-optimized single stream transfers and it increases when we use parallel streams to
the range of 900-1100Mbps. On the other side, the inter-node transfers show that the throughput
even falls down to 250Mbps from 350Mbps if we use parallel streams. Considering the network and
the network interfaces support 10Gbps, these results show how poor the throughput is for the users
of these networks and clusters.
3.2 Step 2: Effect of Parallel Streams on
Memory-to-memory Transfers and CPU Utilization
In this section, we eliminate the disk from the end-to-end data transfer path to see the effect of the
disk bottleneck. Figure 3.2 presents the average memory-to-memory throughput of parallel streams
with the same settings used in the previous section. In general, the throughput increases as the
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TABLE 3.1: CPU Utilization vs Parallel Streams
Average Receiver CPU Utilization(%)
Streams 1 2 4 8 16 32 64
Oliver-Poseidon(LONI) 8,410 4,668 28,643 17,655 29,194 29,554 37,795
Spider-Abe(TeraGrid) 2,140 7,781 13,897 25,178 32,692 34,774 32,841
stream number increases, after reaching its peak point, it either continues stable or starts to decrease
either due to network or end-system bottlenecks. In each setting the nodes used have 10Gbps network
interface, henceforth we remove the possibility of NIC bottleneck. The highest throughput is gained
with inter-node transfers which is around 7.5 Gbps. Considering the network is eliminated and the
interconnects among the nodes do not present a bottleneck, this throughput is still low for 10Gbps
network interfaces. We look into the CPU utilization results to find out why using parallel streams
is not sufficient.
In Figure 3.3, we present the CPU utilization of both sender and receiver side of Inter-node trans-
fers. Two I/O nodes (Spider 21-22) of a cluster in LONI network are used. These nodes have 8 Intel
processor cores. One important observation is that the utilization is higher in the receiver side (Spi-
der22); hence it plays the ultimate role to set the achievable throughput limit. The sender (Spider22)
starts with a 50% cpu utilization on single core and goes up to over 80% as the number of streams
increases. The receiver utilization on the other hand is around 100% even for 1 stream and it pushes
the limits of a single CPU as the stream number goes up. But it never uses more than two processors
and a total of %140 percent CPU out of two cores. Furthermore the utilization of two cores is not
even. Yet the throughput starts to decrease after 2 streams. In average, the receiver utilization is
around 15% for a total of 8 cores. Also utilization is correlated with the throughput achieved. Similar
results were gained for LONI and TeraGrid testbeds. Table 3.1 presents the average utilization values
for the receiver side. The values are around 35% at maximum. However these nodes have only 4 cores
and in this case this value is equal to 17.5% comparing with the previous setting of Spider. Since the
LONI tests were conducted on busy nodes and only the transfer utilization is parsed out, the results
for that are more unstable, however it still shows correlation with the throughput achieved in Figure
3.2. We have also seen that only single core utilization was maxed out.
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FIGURE 3.3: Effect of Parallel Streams on CPU Utilization on Inter-node GridFTP Throughput
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FIGURE 3.4: Effect of striping on GridFTP Throughput
3.3 Step 3: Effect of Striping and Removal of CPU
Bottleneck
To understand the source of the bottleneck, a second set of transfers are performed by adding stripes
and using multiple CPUs in addition to parallel streams. In each case, the parallel stream range that
gives better throughput results is used. In Figure 3.4, there is a significant increase in throughput
from single stripe to multiple stripes for LONI and Inter-node results. This indicates that CPU is
a source of bottleneck and also excessive usage of stripes and parallel streams cause a drop-down
in throughput. For Teragrid, since the results are so close to each other, it is difficult to say that
multiple stripes will always give better results based on the network condition. The striping results
are obtained using a single node only, yet it is sufficient to reach up to the network throughput limit.
The maximum achievable throughput of inter-node transfers are 9Gbps and this value is gained
using only 1 stream and 2 stripes(Figure 3.4). When we look into the CPU Utilization(Figure 3.5)
for 2 stripes, we have seen that two cores are at their maximum utilization which is even among these
cores. An average of 30% is utilized for 8 cores. But since the NIC throughput limit is reached (only
90% of NICs are utilized in general) the throughput becomes stable around 9 Gbps. Comparing to
the 7.5Gbps maximum throughput achieved with single stripe, using multiple CPUs is definitely an
improvement.
3.4 Step 4: Effect of Parallel Read& Write on Disk
Throughput and Removal of Disk Bottleneck
Disk is usually the slowest part in an end-to-end data transfer. To provide faster data access speed,
multiple disks can be used in parallel. In this section, we analyze different access methods to data that
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FIGURE 3.5: Effect of Stripes on CPU Utilization on Inter-node GridFTP Throughput
is managed by parallel file systems by using MPI-IO [9] and compare it to a local file system speed
of a local hard drive of a node in Spider cluster. Parameters such as data size, stripe number and
access method affect the disk throughput. The experiments are conducted over two resources(Abe,
Oliver) in Teragrid and LONI managed by Lustre [13], which is a very common parallel file system
and another resource(Spider) with local disk access. The access methods used are categorized into
two: single file parallel and multi file parallel. In the first method, the reads and writes are done from
different parts of the same file while in the second, multiple files are read and written with serial
access to each at the same time.
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Figure 3.6 presents the disk throughput results of Lustre file system on NCSA using the Abe cluster
nodes. In each node there is a total of 4 processor cores. Each MPI instance reads/writes a data size
ranging 8MB-256M. As the processor number is increased, the total amount of data read or written
is increased as well. For single file parallel write, small data size write speed increases as the number
of processors is increased and the throughput reaches up to 6Gbps. However for large data sizes such
as 100M and 256M only a slight improvement of throughput is obtained. After 4 processors it starts
to decrease. The single file parallel read results are the most unstable results. Large reads start with
a high access speed but as the number of processors goes up, the throughput goes down. But for
small data sizes(8MB), single file parallel reads make an improvement in terms of throughput going
from 2Gbps to 4Gbps. The real benefit of the parallel file system is seen when we write to or read
from different files at the same time. In Figure 3.6.c the throughput goes up to around 6Gbps even
for large data sizes such as 100M and 256M. For small sizes it even reaches to 16Gbps. The multi file
parallel read results do not depend on the data size and they provide similar throughput values and
as the number of processors increases the read throughput continues to increase and reaches 60Gbps.
Further increase in the parallelism level could increase this value more.
To define generic characteristics for the parallel access disk throughput we conducted the same
experiments on a different cluster in LONI network. Figure 3.7 represents the MPI-IO results for
Oliver cluster. Similar trends are seen in the throughput curves for Oliver cluster Lustre file system
except for the single file parallel read results. However, there are slight differences in the throughput
achieved.
The local file system experiments are conducted over the local hard drive of the Spider21, which is
an I/O node of the Spider cluster at CCT. The node has a total of 8 processor cores. In Figure 3.8,
we see that the single file parallel write speed falls down dramatically for large data sizes when we
increase the processor number to 2 and similar results are seen for multi file parallel writes as well.
This indicates the difference between a parallel file system and a local file system. The small data
sizes write speed is increased for both tests but the increase is much steeper in multi file parallel
write. For reads, the data size is not important and the read speed goes up for both tests as the
number of processors is increased.
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FIGURE 3.6: Abe cluster (NCSA) MPI-IO disk throughput
The results show that the disk throughput is unpredictable and it depends on several factors such
as the data size, the processor number, the disk deployment, the access method (serial/parallel),
access type (read/write) and the file system.
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Chapter 4
Models
In this chapter, we present several models for parallel stream optimization and balancing buffer size
with parallel streams that we have developed. By using the presented models, we define a flow model
that also takes into account the capacities of end-system resources and provide the optimal stripe,
node and parallel stream number.
4.1 Parallel Stream Optimization Models
We have developed models that will predict the behavior of parallel streams and tested them in
various network scenarios to prove their correctness. The models are adaptive to the network and end-
system environment and do the predictions with few historical information or immediate prediction
information that is obtained from network performance prediction tools. Even the most easy-to-
apply models have a poor prediction accuracy and the others require a lot of information. We have
developed several models that are both based on Dinda et al [21] and Hacker et al [10] model that
can predict the behavior of parallel streams in a more accurate approximation. In this section, we
present these new models and compare and discuss their derivations and implications.
4.1.1 Modeling Packet Loss Rate
The shortage of Hacker et al [10] Model is that there is no information on when the point of congestion
will occur as a result of opening multiple streams. The reason of that conclusion is that the behavior
of the packet loss rate as the number of streams increase is unpredictable. However, if we can find a
model to characterize the packet loss rate, then we can use Equation 2.1 to calculate the throughput
gained by n streams.
To achieve this, a methodology similar to the one in Dinda et al Model [21] can be used. However,
this time we can not use a partial second order polynomial to model the packet loss rate, since it
increases exponentially as the throughput increases logarithmically. By changing the places of Thn
and pn in Equation 2.1 we get Equation 4.1.
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pn =
MSS2c2n2
RTT 2Th2n
(4.1)
In this case, we define a new variable Th′n and correlate it to RTT , MSS, n and Thn. Hacker et
al. proposes that throughput increases linearly in uncongested networks as the number of streams
increases however this is not true for congested networks. The throughput achieved by n streams
increases logarithmically, so we define Th′n in the following equation:
Th′n =
RTT 2nTh
2
n
MSS2c2
= a′n1/x + b′ (4.2)
Ranging x between 2 and a greater number, we investigate how sharp the increase in packet loss
will be after the point of congestion. By placing Th′n in Equation 4.1, we get the following equation
for the packet loss of n streams:
pn =
n2
Th′n
(4.3)
Considering we can gather the packet loss rates of transfers with two different stream numbers pn1
and pn2 we can find the values of a
′ and b′.
a′ =
n22
pn2
− n21
pn1
n
1/x
2 − n1/x1
(4.4)
b′ =
n21
pn1
− a′n1/x1 (4.5)
After finding the value of pn, we can easily calculate the throughput value of n streams by using
Equation 2.1 in Hacker et al Model. However this value represents an upper bound on the throughput
achieved.
4.1.2 Increasing Curve Fitting with More Information
The study in [21] shows that the characteristic of a throughput curve increases sharply then be-
comes stable until it reaches the capacity of the link therefore the model represented fits to the
data presented. However in real experimental environment by using actual file transfer protocols(e.g.
GridFTP) the results could be different from the proposed situation. Figure 4.1 presents a file transfer
of 512MB with GridFTP over a wide area network using up to 40 parallel streams. As the number
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FIGURE 4.1: The aggregate throughput results of GridFTP transfers of a 512MB file over 155ms
latency wide area network
of streams increases, the throughput achieved also increases. However, after some point, the created
congestion by opening too many streams causes a decrease. The peek point in this case gives us the
optimum number of streams. The existing models can not predict this behavior. Hacket et al Model
predicts the throughput correctly up to the point where the congestion starts and packet loss rate
starts to increase. Dinda et al Model can predict the throughput behavior correctly up to the point
the throughput starts to decrease, however it can not predict the decreasing part of the throughput
curve.
Instead of using two throughput measurements for two different parallelism levels, we plan to
increase this information level into three measurement values. However the overhead of gathering
extra information must not surpass the actual speed up gained by opening parallel streams. In this
case, we may apply two different methodologies to make use of the extra information. First the
calculated a′ and b′ for using parallelism levels n12 and n13 are averaged either by using arithmetic,
geometric or quadratic averaging methods. Then throughput can be calculated with the averaged
values of a′ and b′. Second, as we can see from Figure 4.1, the throughput curve acts as two different
functions. Until reaching the peek point, it acts as a certain function. However, when falling down it
shows a different characteristics. So, instead of using a single function we could break the function
into two. By using parallelism level n1 and n2, we could model a certain function and by using n2
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and n3 we could model the second part. Passing between two functions can be a little sharp however
this indicates that the optimal number of streams is certainly between n2 and n3. In the next section,
we present a model that smooths out this sharp transition between two functions.
4.1.3 Logarithmic Modeling of Throughput Curve
The relationship between p, RTT and n is modeled with a partial second order polynomial equation
in[21]. However, in some of the cases a linear or full second order polynomial equation may give better
results.
We know that the packet loss rate increases exponentially. However, we may not know the order
of the equation to use. In this case, instead of using a partial second order polynomial, we use an
exponential equation whose order may change depending on the a′ and b′ parameters. The following
equation is used to define the variable p′n we have mentioned before:
p′n = a
′eb
′n (4.6)
and
Thn =
n√
a′eb′n
(4.7)
By using two throughput measurements Th1 and Th2 with different parallelism levels n1 and n2 the
following values are calculated for a′ and b′:
a′ =
n21
Th2n1 × eb′n1
(4.8)
b′ = logen1−n2
Th2n2
Th2n1
× n
2
1
n22
(4.9)
4.1.4 Dynamic Extraction of Model Equation Order by Newton’s
Iteration
The discussion about the type of equation models led us to the conclusion that the order of the
equation should be extracted dynamically. The logarithmic modeling of throughput that is explained
in the previous section is able to make a smooth transition from the increasing to the decreasing part
of the prediction curve. However, as the stream number increases the prediction curve approaches to
0 and may not give an approximate prediction result to the actual throughput in the decreasing part
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of the curve. To be able to make a good prediction, we have formulized the p′n by addition of a new
variable to predict the order as follows:
p′n = a
′nc
′
+ b′ (4.10)
In this case, c′ is the unknown order of the equation additional to a′ and b′. Thus our throughput
formulation becomes as:
Thn =
n√
a′nc′ + b′
(4.11)
To solve this equation, we need three measurements Thn1 , Thn2 and Thn3 on the throughput curve
for stream values n1, n2 and n3. Also c
′ being to the power n makes the solving of the equation much
harder. After several substitutions we come up with the following equations for a′, b′ and c′:
nc
′
3 − nc′1
nc
′
2 − nc′1
=
n23
Th2n3
− n21
Th2n1
n22
Th2n2
− n21
Th2n1
(4.12)
a′ =
n22
Th2n2
− n21
Th2n1
nc
′
2 − nc′1
(4.13)
b′ =
n21
Th2n1
− a′nc′1 (4.14)
The derivation of a′ and b′ all depends on c′. To solve the first equation, we applied a mathematical
root finding method called Newton’s Iteration method. We revised the method to be suitable to our
own problem:
c′x+1 = c
′
x −
f(c′x)
f ′(c′x)
(4.15)
According to that method, after x + 1 iterations we are able to find a very close approximation
to c′. Starting with a small number for c′0 we continued to calculate through c
′
x+1. The value of the
most approximate c′ depends on only f(c′), in this case the first equation above, and its derivative.
After calculating a most approximate c′ which is possible with only a few iterations, the value of a′
and b′ can easily be calculated.
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4.1.5 Full Second Order Model
The study in [21] briefly compares the partial second order with linear and full second order models.
However, the results are compared based on the increasing and then becoming stable characteristics
of the throughput and suitable parallelism levels were not used. We believe that a full second order
model can predict the increasing and then decreasing characteristics of parallel stream throughput
as the number of streams increases.
Regarding to the full second order model, we assume that p′n is related to a full second order
polynomial, other than the partial second order one which was presented before. Adding the linear
term to the model will result in a series of changes to the corresponding equations. The following
equations are derived to be used in this model.
p′n = pn
RTT 2n
c2MSS2
= a′n2 + b′n + c′ (4.16)
According to Equation 4.16, we derive:
Thn =
n√
p′n
=
n√
a′n2 + b′n + c′
(4.17)
In order to obtain the values of a′, b′ and c′ presented in Equation 4.17, we need the throughput
values of three different parallelism levels(Thn1 , Thn2 , Thn3) which can be obtained from the predic-
tions of network measurement tools or past data transfers .
Thn1 =
n1√
a′n21 + b′n + c′
(4.18)
Thn2 =
n2√
a′n22 + b′n + c′
(4.19)
Thn3 =
n3√
a′n23 + b′n + c′
(4.20)
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By solving the following three equations we could place the a′,b′ and c′ variables to Equation 4.17
to calculate the throughput of any parallelism level. Based on equations 4.21,4.22 and 4.23, the values
of a′,b′ and c′ can be calculated easily.
a′ =
n23
Th2n3
− n
2
1
Th2n1
n3−n1 −
n22
Th2n2
− n
2
1
Th2n1
n2−n1
n3 − n2 (4.21)
b′ =
n22
Th2n2
− n21
Th2n1
n2 − n1 − (n1 + n2)a
′ (4.22)
c′ =
n21
Th2n1
− n21a′ − n1b′ (4.23)
4.1.6 Experimental Results
In this section, we present our test results regarding GridFTP transfers and give prediction results of
several methods used. First, we have tested the models in wide area using randomly chosen parallelism
levels. Our testbed consists of two Linux machines, one is a Redhat workstation in the Center for
Computation and Technology at Lousiana State University, the other belongs to a Suse cluster in
University of Trento in Italy. Both machines have installed Globus Toolkit. Also for packet behavior
measurements, we used a Linux network analyzer tool called Wireshark.
We have conducted GridFTP transfers with a file size of 512MB. The number of streams ranged
between 1 and 40. The results presented in Figure 4.1 are the average of multi-iteration of tests. The
actual file transfers by means of a protocol, in our case GridFTP, follows a different characteristics
than presented in study [21]. In this case, the aggregate throughput achieved by parallel streams
increases as the number of streams increases, after reaching its peek it presents a wavy behavior,
however further increasing of stream number results in a descent in throughput. The current models
can not predict this unstable behavior.
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FIGURE 4.2: The prediction results of GridFTP transfers with randomly chosen stream levels
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Starting with the shortcomings of Hacker et al Model, the idea of the total aggregate throughput
of parallel streams being equal to the throughput of a single stream times the number of streams
seems to be proven in uncongested networks. Figure 4.1 shows that up to 3 streams this equivalence
is true more or less, however after that point the linear ascent of throughput curve turns into a
logarithmic one indicating the existence of congestion in the network. The primary reason of this
behavior is the change in packet loss rate due to congestion. By modeling packet loss according to
some measured packet loss rates of different parallelism levels taken from Wireshark [33] with our
presented model and applying Equation 4.1 we get a predicted packet loss rate and replace it in
Equation 2.1 to calculate throughput. As a result, we get the following results presented in Figure
4.2.a. The difficulty of applying this model is that we need a lot of information like MSS, RTT and
packet loss rate. Also the resultant value gives us an upper bound on throughput. As we can see from
the figure instead of a linear increase which is not suitable with behavior of GridFTP results we can
get a logarithmic increase which better suits assuming that packet loss rate increases exponentially
as we have proposed in our model. By increasing the x value we could get a sharper knee and a flatter
continuous behavior for the rest of the stream numbers.
We also implemented Dinda et al Model and all of the improvements based upon it for randomly
chosen parallelism level information. Figure 4.2.b represents the prediction results of Dinda et al
Model for different parallelism levels. The prediction curve calculated with throughput results of 1
and 5 parallel streams presents higher results than the ones calculated with 1 and 7, and also 1 and 10.
The closest results given for low number of streams are 1 and 5, and also for high number of streams
1 and 10. All of the prediction curves have a logarithmic ascent behavior and then becomes stable
for high number of streams but never fall down. The study in [21] mentions that best parallelism
values to use are either 1-5 or 1-10. However, we could only tell this after some experiences with the
transfers. Instead of that we could try to increase our information level by using 3 parallelism levels.
According to our approach, we may detect the behavior change in the function by calculating average
a′ and b′ values. The results of this model is given in Figure 4.2.c. The averaging results give that
best stream number values to predict this curve is between 7 and 10. However we do not need to
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know exactly this number by using our averaging approach. The averaged curve gives a closer result
to both the increasing and decreasing part of the GridFTP throughput curve.
In this case, we know that the throughput curve of GridFTP behaves like two different functions for
ascending and descending behaviors. Hence we could use the information regarding three parallelism
levels and model the curve by breaking into pieces. Figure 4.2.d shows the prediction results taken
by 1-5-10 and 1-7-10 parallelism levels. We could see that the prediction curve almost perfectly suits
the GridFTP curve. Although the transitions are a little sharp between the pieces of the curve that
gives us an exact idea where the optimal parallel stream number lies. In another model improvement,
we have modeled packet loss rate as an exponential function and hence throughput as a logarithmic
function (shown in Figure 4.2.e). The transition between the ascending and descending part of the
throughput curve is smoothed out. However, the descending part of the throughput curve can not
be predicted well as the curve approaches to 0 as the number of streams increases further. We have
solved the problems of both the ‘break function’ and ‘logarithmic prediction’ methods by predicting
model equation order dynamically. Figure 4.2.f shows the results of the predicted throughput by using
dynamic equation order extraction by Newton’s Iteration mentioned in Section 4.1.4. The best results
are taken with 1,7 and 25 parallelism levels although 1,7 and 15 give pretty close results. We are able
to predict the actual GridFTP curve with a smooth transition between the increasing and decresing
part of the curve and with a good approximation overall. With this method the peek point of the
curve will give us the optimal stream number to open for maximum throughput. In the last model,
we have applied a full second order equation and have seen that if the correct parallelism levels are
used this model predicts the throughput value precisely. Hence, although 1-7-15 gives exaggerated
results for the maximum point in throughput, 1-7 25 gives accurate results. In this case, it becomes
an important decision which paralelism levels to use to get the most accurate results.
The best results were taken with Dynamic Equation Order(Newton’s Iteration Method) Model and
Full Second Order Model. To prove the correctness of our models, we increased the variety of our
testbed. We have tested the two models both in high-speed networks and low-speed(100Mbps) LAN
and WAN. Our new testbed consists of four 256-processor-clusters in the LONI network [36], two
workstations in DSL Laboratory and CCT and a workstation in University of Trento in Italy. We
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have divided our test cases into 5 categories: LONI-LONI, LONI-LAN, LAN-LONI, LAN-LAN and
LAN-WAN. For the first case we have used two clusters from the LONI network with 1 Gbps and
10Gbps NICs, for the second case we have selected a cluster in the LONI network and a workstation
in DSL, third case is a switched version of the second case, for the forth case two workstations in
CCT and DSL Lab are used and finally for the fifth case we used two workstations from CCT and
University of Trento in Italy. For all the test scenarios we have selected GridFTP protocol to do the
transfers.
Each model presented in the previous sections can show their best performances if the sample
throughput data to calculate the predicted throughput can be chosen from appropriate parallelism
levels. All of the models either need 2 or 3 throughput data of different parallelism levels. Hence there
exists many kinds of combinations if we have more than three pairs(n, Thn) of data and it is impor-
tant for us to find the best combination to minimize the distance between historical or prediction
data and calculated throughput of n streams based on the models presented. However the number
of combinations is too large, hence we provide an intelligent selection strategy which decides on less
number of data and can be used with an online model as well. Our previous experiences showed that
it is better if we choose the parallelism levels not close to each other. So we applied an exponential
increase strategy by selecting the stream numbers that are power of 2: 1, 2, 22, 23, ..., 2k. Each time
we double the number of streams until the throughput starts to drop down or increase very slowly
compared to the previous level. After k+1 steps we gather k+1 parallelism level throughput data.
The outline of the sampling strategy is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Sampling Algorithm
Output: ThN : a set of throughput values for different parallelism levels from the sampling algorithm
i← 1 p← 1
ThNi ← getThroughput(p)
i← i + 1 p← p× 2
ThNi ← getThroughput(p)
while ThNi > THNi−1 and ThNi − THNi−1 > precision do
i← i + 1 p← p× 2
ThNi ← getThroughput(p)
end
return i, ThN
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The sampling algorithm provides us with a set of throughput values for exponentially increasing
parallel streams. However we only need three data points to apply our prediction model. Another
algorithm is needed to choose those data points among the available values(ThN) and it is presented
in Algorithm 2. For all the possible combination of parallelism levels in increasing order, the model
is applied and the parameters a′,b′ and c′ are calculated for prediction. The distance between the
predicted and actual throughput is calculated which gives us the error value. The combination of
parallelism values with the minimum error value is returned.
Algorithm 2 Selection Algorithm
Input: ThN : a set of throughput values for different parallelism levels from the sampling algorithm
n: number of values in ThN
i← 1 , j ← i + 1 , k ← j + 1
for i <= n− 2 do
for j <= n− 1 do
for k <= n do
Calculate a′,b′ and c′
Calculate Predictedijk for parallelism levels 1 to N based on a
′,b′ and c′
m = 1
err = 0
for m <= N do
err+= abs(Predictedm-Thm)
m = m + 1
end
if err < minerr then
mini ← i , minj ← j , mink ← k , minerr = err
end
end
end
end
return mini, minj, mink
For the first test case, both Dynamic Equation Order(Newton’s Iteration Method) Model and
Full second order model perform well and slightly better than the Dinda et al model which gives
a more smooth transition against the GridFTP curve(Figure 4.3). The curve does not decrease as
the number of streams increases because the underlying network is 10 Gbps while the NICs on the
systems are 1Gbps. Hence Dinda et al Model can still give good results. On the other hand, the
results are quite different when we used 10Gbps NIC cards. Figure 4.4 shows the results of the
application of models when the transfers occur between two LONI IBM clusters with 10Gbps NICs.
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FIGURE 4.4: Comparison of Prediction Models over 10Gbps link
The averaged throughput starts to increase as we increase the number of streams. After going in the
same level for a range of stream numbers, it starts to drop down as a result of further increasing
the number of streams. Dinda et al model can not predict this behavior. However both Dynamic
Equation Order(Newton’s Iteration Method) model and Full Second Order model can predict the
optimal stream number where the throughput first reaches the optimal point.
In the second test case, all three models performs similar. Here the maximum bandwidth that
can be obtained reaches upto 40Mbps limited by the lower system’s capabilities(Figure 4.5). In the
third case, interestingly the throughput can reach upto 25 Mbps. This again shows us the effect of
the end-systems over the network performance. Here Dynamic Equation Order(Newton’s Iteration
Method) model performs best and Full Second order follows it(Figure 4.6). But Dinda et al Model
gives results far from the actual GridFTP curve. For the fourth case, we conducted the experiments in
LAN environment and the characteristics of the curve was interesting(Figure 4.7). After falling down
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FIGURE 4.5: Comparison of Prediction Models over 1Gbps-100 Mbps link
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FIGURE 4.6: Comparison of Prediction Models over 100Mbps-1Gbps link
in two streams the throughput started to increase reaching a peak point and then started to decrease
coming to a stable point. The Dinda et al Model is far from predicting this unusual behavior. However
Dynamic Equation Order(Newton’s Iteration Method) Model could predict this behavior with the
best accuracy while full second order model misplaces the peak point. In the final case, the same wide
area results that were used in Figure 4.2 are used however we apply the intelligent selection strategy
of parallelism levels on the prediction results. Again the throughput increased steeply upto reaching
the peak point then started to decrease due to congestion in the network(Figure 4.8). Full second
order model performed slightly better than Dynamic Equation Order(Newton’s Iteration Method)
Model and Dinda et al Model was not able to predict the characteristics of the curve.
With these results, we have seen that our models can adapt to different network environments and
end-system characteristics and predict the parallel stream throughput behavior accurately.
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FIGURE 4.7: Comparison of Prediction Models over 100 Mbps local area link
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FIGURE 4.8: Comparison of Prediction Models over 100 Mbps wide area link
4.2 Balancing Buffersize vs Parallel Streams
There has been a large number of studies in the area of buffer optimization and our results in
parallel stream optimization are very promising. However, a good combination of tuned buffer size
and parallel streams could even give more effective results than the single applications of these two
techniques. Unfortunately, there is no practical work to balance the buffer size and parallel stream
number to achieve the optimal throughput. In this section, we present the results and discussion
of simulations performed on NS-2 and a set of experiments in real network environment combined
with the application of our models to describe the way a balance must be set. We conducted those
experiments in LONI network with two IBM AIX cluster nodes which have 10G NICs and a 6 ms
delay between them. The network traffic of the LONI network varies a lot hence we could see the
effect of the application of both techniques better.
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FIGURE 4.10: Effect of parallel streams and buffer size under no cross traffic
4.2.1 Simulation Results and Discussion
In our simulations we have tried different scenarios by changing the buffer size and parallel streams.
The network topology we used is represented in Figure 4.9. The bottleneck link bandwidth is 100Mbps
with a 20ms delay. The sources(Sr0,Sr1) for our transfers and the cross traffic are connected to
the bottleneck link router R0 with 1Gbps bandwidth and 5ms delay, while the destination nodes
(Ds0,Ds1) are connected to R1 with 1Gbps bandwidth and 4ms delay. The cross traffic flows from
Sr0 to Ds0 while the actual transfer occurs between Sr1 and Ds1.
In the first set of experiments we did not use any cross traffic and changed the buffer size with
parallel streams. With a very small buffer size such as 16KB, the full utilization of the network
can be achieved only with a very large number of streams (Figure 4.10.a). After reaching its peak
point, the throughput starts to fall down around 45 streams. Increasing the buffer size into 32KB,
peak throughput point is pulled back to 22 streams. Further increasing the buffer size to 64KB pulls
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FIGURE 4.12: Effect of parallel streams and buffer size with a randomly generated internet cross
traffic
the stream number further to 10 streams. However for larger buffer sizes than 64KB, the throughput
never can reach its maximum point. The reasonable selection in this case is to use a buffer size around
16KB-64KB and parallel streams around 45-10 respectively to be able to get the highest throughput.
In this case, further increasing the buffer size does not help but causes a decrease in the throughput
achieved. The maximum throughput values can be gained with a smaller buffer size than BDP and
usage of parallel streams. The figure shows us a wave behavior of throughput, when we increase the
buffer size and decrease parallel streams, it eventually decreases in its peak point. In Figure 4.10.b,
we compare the parallel streams in vice versa. We could see that larger stream numbers could gain
more throughput in smaller buffer sizes.
In the second set of experiments, we have done the simulations in the existence of a non-congesting
cross traffic of 5 streams of 64KB buffer sizes. The results were quite interesting. With a very small
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buffer size of 16KB, the throughput increases linearly up to the congestion point with the cross traffic
as we increase the parallel streams(Figure 4.11.a). The throughput is shared between the two traffics.
Further increasing the buffer size will pull the peak throughput point into smaller stream numbers.
This kind of behavior is similar to the previous case where there is no cross traffic except that the
throughput is shared. In the mean time, there is no effect on the cross traffic as the parallel stream
number increases(Figure 4.11.b). However, further increase of parallel stream number in our traffic
results in the cross traffic to loose the fight as the total throughput of our traffic starts to increase,
the throughput of the cross traffic starts to decrease. The best results of throughput without affecting
the cross traffic in this case is 32KB-64KB buffer size with a parallel stream range of 6-13 streams.
In the third case, we used a NS2 library called PackMimeHTTP to randomly generate Internet
traffic on the bottleneck link. The library generated HTTP requests of random sizes and in the
amount of 200 connections per milliseconds. The results are presented in Figure 4.12. According to
these results with bigger buffer sizes the maximum throughput point is again reached quicker and
with less number of streams.
4.2.2 LONI Experiments
The general idea perceived from the simulation results is that with the usage of tuned buffer sizes
and parallel streams we could get an improvement over the maximum throughput that could be
achieved. This conclusion was better observed when there was no congesting traffic at all. But with
the addition of random traffic, the optimal buffer size and parallel stream values were hard to be
captured since the combinations gave us similar maximum throughput values at different points on
the curve(Figure 4.12). However in the experiments conducted over the LONI network this difference
is much more apparent than the simulation results.
Figure 4.13 shows us the the average throughput results of 5 different buffer sizes combined with
a range of parallel stream values between 1-50. When a buffer size of 128KB is used the maximum
throughput value is in the range of 15-25 streams and around 2 Gbps(Figure 4.13.a). If we increase
the buffer size to 256KB, the maximum throughput is achieved around 10 streams however it could
reach upto 2.5 Gbps(Figure 4.13.b). Further increase of buffer size pull back the optimal stream
number to smaller values(Figures 4.13.c and .d). However the maximum throughput point falls down
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FIGURE 4.13: Effect of parallel streams and buffer size over 10 Gbps LONI network
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FIGURE 4.14: First technique for balancing buffer size and stream number
to 2.25 Gbps. Further increase results in dramatic falls in maximum throughput and unsteady re-
sults(Figure 4.13.e). The whole picture could be seen in Figure 4.13.f . The behavior of throughput is
like a wave that rises to a maximum and then falling down to a smaller level as the buffer size ranges.
Among the five combinations of curve there is an optimal value of buffer size between 256KB-512KB
and a parallel stream value between 5-10. By using these values we could achieve a throughput of
2.5 Gbps in average.
We have considered a rather practical set of approaches to predict the optimal combinations. In
the first approach, we conducted some sampling transfers by increasing the buffer size exponentially
using only single stream. In Figure 4.14.a, the optimal buffer size that gives the highest throughput
is 512KB. By setting the buffer size to this value we have ranged the number of streams between
1-30 and applied the Dynamic Equation Order(Newton’s Iteration Method) model(Figure 4.14.b).
The optimal stream number that is decided by the model, in this case 4 streams, with a buffer size
of 512KB gave us a throughput of almost 2.5 Gbps which is the maximum throughput that was
achieved in our previous tests.
As a second approach we reversed the order of the procedure. But for applying the optimization
model on parallel streams we have to choose a random buffer size to do the transfers. If we by chance
choose the optimal number for single stream and apply the model(Figure 4.15.a) and get an optimal
parallelism level, then ranging the buffer size over that value to see if it has any effect, it is shown
that the throughput is not improved at all(Figure 4.15.b). On the other hand, if we randomly choose
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FIGURE 4.15: Second technique for balancing buffer size and stream number
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FIGURE 4.16: Flow Model Graph
a non-optimal buffer size and apply the model (Figures 4.15.c and e), we may get an improvement by
ranging the buffer size over that throughput as in Figures 4.15.d and f, however we may not always
get as high throughput as we can get with the optimal buffer size value. Hence the first technique is
a better approach to achieve the maximized throughput.
4.3 Flow Model of End-to-end Throughput
The end-to-end data transfer throughput could be modeled as a specialized version of maximum
flow problem. In a maximum flow problem the goal is to send as much flow as possible between two
special nodes, without exceeding the capacity of any arc [1]. In Figure 4.16, we present the path of a
data transfer between two multi-node clusters. In this model, we consider disk and multi-core nodes
of the cluster as a node itself with capacities. The memory-to-memory transfer is modeled with two
dummy nodes as source and destination with infinite capacities connected to the cluster nodes. The
disk system is linked with one arc because we may not know the actual parallelism level of the file
system. While all of the capacities could be measured in terms of throughput unit, the CPU has
only usage percentage, in other words utilization. However there is a positive correlation between the
CPU utilization and the throughput gained, hence we provide a model that could convert between
throughput and utilization percentage.
If we look at the graph in Figure 4.16, we could see that it is a bipartite graph, hence it makes the
application of a maximum flow algorithm very easy and there is no need to keep a residual network.
It is enough to extract the value of a flow each time the flow is increased. Another issue is that the
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outcome of the model will be the number of parallel streams per stripe, the number of stripes per
node and the number of nodes. So the parallel stream number should be the same for all the stripes to
enable the implementation of the model easier. The following variables are used to define the model:
Uij = Total capacity of each arc from node i to node j (e.g. %100 is the average utilization of all
the CPUs of a node and could be related to throughput through regression model)
Uf= Maximal (optimal) capacity of each flow (stripe) (e.g. each GridFTP flow has an optimal
throughput of 7.5Gbps with %30 CPU utilization for internode setting in 3.2)
Nopt = Number of streams for Uf
Xij = Total amount of flow passing i− > j
Xfk = Amount of each flow(stripe)
NSi = Number of streams to be used for Xfkij
Sxij = Number of stripes passing i− > j
Nn = Number of nodes
The following inequalities must hold for any algorithm that will be devised:
0 ≤ Xij ≤ Uij (4.24)
0 ≤ Xfk ≤ Uf (4.25)
The biggest challenge to apply this model lies in finding the capacities of each arc. The easiest
one is the capacity of the NIC, which could be found by some system command. However our tests
show that only %90 of the capacity of NIC is utilized. We have seen that no matter how large the
stream number is, in situations when NIC and the network is not a bottleneck the total utilization
of CPU never passes %140 and only 2 processors are used out of n processors in a node. In that case
in addition to using the capacity of all of the CPUs we also define a flow capacity that should not be
exceeded ( Uf ) . This capacity can be found using the Newton model presented in the previous section.
However for disk, it is much more complicated and unfortunately it does not show a deterministic
characteristic depending on the number of stripes. As we have mentioned before, it depends on many
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factors. The hardest part will be to find the capacity of the disk and network which can only be
found via doing sampling by increasing the stream and stripe numbers in a specific methodology
considering the capacities of the nodes. In the following sections we present models to do conversions
between CPU utilization and throughput and also algorithms to find the optimal parameters for
homogeneous and heterogeneous source and destination pairs.
4.3.1 Modeling CPU Utilization with Regression
The experiments with the parallel streams show that there is a high positive correlation between
the throughput of the parallel streams and the CPU utilization. To present the maximal achievable
end-to-end throughput problem as a flow problem we need to define the CPU Utilization Capacity
in terms of the throughput. Henceforth by using the correlation between these entities we provide a
regression model that will give us the predicted CPU Utilization curve from the predicted throughput
curve. Since there is a linear relation between them we define it as follows:
Ucpu = a + b× Th (4.26)
Ucpu represents the CPU Utilization in terms of percentage while Th represents the throughput. a
and b variables are to be found by using the regression model on the available number of data values
for CPU utilization and corresponding throughput value of parallel streams. The data numbers used
for prediction of the throughput value in Section 4.1.4 is enough to derive the regression model. The
variables are calculated according to the following formulas that are derived by using the method of
least squares.
a = Mean(U)− b×Mean(Th) (4.27)
b =
∑
ThU − (∑U∑Th/size)∑
Th2 − (∑Th)2/size (4.28)
In Figure 4.17.a, we see the application of the Newton’s Iteration Model over the throughput of
the parallel streams between Spider and Abe clusters using single stripe. While the dots represent
the actual data values available, the continuous curve represents the predicted values. By giving
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those predicted values to our regression model derived from the dotted values, we generate the CPU
utilization curve of the parallel streams in Figure 4.17.b. When we compare it to the dots in that
figure we can see that we provide a very accurate model for the CPU utilization of parallel streams.
In that case the conversion between utilization and throughput is easily done which will give us the
advantage to define CPU utilization capacity in terms of throughput units. However we only use
the increasing part of the curve to do conversions because sometimes the throughput may fall down
although the cpu utilization stays the same.
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Chapter 5
Optimization Algorithms
The discussion from Chapter 3 indicates that using only parallel streams is not enough to utilize the
large network bandwidth. In certain situations, the CPU, the disk or the network interface could be
the source of bottleneck. In this chapter, we present algorithms that will give the optimal number of
streams, number of stripes per node and the number of nodes for memory-to-memory and disk-to-disk
transfers for an available maximum number of resources for different cases. The algorithms make use
of the flow model, the regression model for CPU utilization and the dynamic equation order model
presented in Chapter 3 for the optimal number of parallel streams.
5.1 Optimization Algorithm for Unknown Disk and
Network Capacity in Homogeneous Resources(OPTB)
The algorithm takes as input a set of throughput values for exponentially increasing parallelism levels
extracted with the sampling algorithm presented in Algorithm 1; the network interface capacity; the
destination CPU capacity; and the available number of resources. A number of assumptions are
made about the application of the algorithm. The conclusion from Chapter 3 indicates that the
destination CPU utilization is always more than the source utilization. Considering the CPUs are
idle at the beginning of the transfer, and homogeneous systems are used as source and destination, it is
acceptable to use the destination CPU usage for the flow throughput. The output of the algorithm is a
set of sampling throughput values derived by using the suggested number of nodes, number of stripes
per node and the number of parallel streams per stripe. The capacity of a flow and the number
of streams used for that capacity are decided by the optimal throughput calculated by Newton’s
model(Lines 2-3) based on the parallelism levels selected by the selection algorithm(Algorithm 2).
Before increasing the sampling stripe number, we set sampling parallel stream number per stripe to
the sampling number before the optimal stream number and the throughput for that stream number
is set for the single stripe value(Lines 4-5). This value corresponds to the Xfk variable in the flow
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model. The Xij value depends on the arc. If it is a network or disk system arc, that corresponds to
the throughput of total number of stripes, otherwise it is the throughput of stripes per node.
If the capacity of the flow is reached the NIC capacity, then stripe value per node is set as 1 for
each node, because further increasing the striping in the same node will not give any improvement
for the throughput. In this case, the node number is exponentially increased with the current stream
and stripe number, until the network capacity is reached and the throughput starts to drop down,
or the available nodes are all consumed(Lines 6-16). The algorithm returns the sampling throughput
values for the stripes and number of nodes, number of stripes per node and number of stream per
stripe.
If the card limit is not reached, that means there is still room for increasing the stripe number in
the same node. However, CPU and disk capacity or the network could present a bottleneck. First,
the remaining capacity of CPU and NIC is calculated by subtracting the throughput of the current
striping level (Line 18). The CPU utilization is transformed into the throughput unit by using the
regression model presented in Section 4.3.1. The throughput curve usually shows the characteristics
of the logarithmic increase in our experiments. So, the difference of the throughput of the next
sampling interval can not be greater than twice the previous interval, as we increase the sampling
number exponentially by powers of two. We calculate this difference to decide if there is any room
for an additional stripe in the same node(Line 19). While this value is less than the left capacity
of CPU and NIC the striping value is exponentially increased by 2(Lines 20-29). However this loop
can stop if the throughput level starts to decrease indicating that the capacity of the network or the
disk is reached(Lines 24-26). If the network and the disk limit is not reached but the node capacity
is exceeded(Line 30), then the current stripe and stream value for the node is set, the node number
is increased exponentially by using this stripe and stream values until that capacity or the available
resource number is reached(Lines 31-39). Finally the node number, stripe number and the stream
number is returned with their throughput values for further evaluation.
Figures 5.1,5.2 and 5.3 present the algorithm output for different experimental cases to better
describe the working logic behind. In Figure 5.1, the transfers occur between a set of 16 nodes with
1G interfaces. The sampling algorithm stops at 16 nodes, 1 stripe per node and 2 streams per stripe.
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Algorithm 3 Optimization Algorithm(OPTB)
Input: ThN : a set of throughput values for different parallelism levels from the sampling algorithm
and their corresponding CPU utilization values, UNIC , Navail, UCPUdest
Output: ThS: a set of throughput values for different node, stripe, streams values, number of parallel
streams per stripe(Nk), number of stripes per node (Sx), number of nodes(Nn)
j ← 1 Sx ← 1 Nn ← 1 Limit← 01
Uf ← Optimal throughput decided by the Newton model based on ThN2
Nopt ← Optimal stream number decided by the Newton model based on ThN3
NSi ← Sampling parallel stream number before Nopt4
ThSj ← Striping throughput for current Sx ←ThNSi5
if Uf ≈ UNIC then6
while Limit = 0 && 2 ∗Nn <= Navail do7
Nn ← Nn × 28
ThSj+1 ← getThroughput(Nn,Sx,NSi)9
if ThSj+1 <ThSj then10
Limit← 111
end12
j ← j + 113
end14
return ThS, Nn, Sx,NSi15
end16
else if Uf < UNIC then17
UCPUleft ← UCPU − ThNSi , UNICleft ← UNIC − ThNSi , Uleft ← min(UCPUleft , UNICleft)18
PI ← Improvement in throughput between the current and the previous sampling level←ThNSi−19
ThNSi−1
while 2× PI < Uleft do20
Sx ← Sx × 221
ThSj+1 ← getThroughput(Nn, Sx, NSi)22
PI ← ThSj+1 − ThSj23
if ThSj+1 < ThSj then24
Limit← 1 Break the loop25
end26
UCPUleft ← UCPU − ThSj+1 , UNICleft ← UNIC − ThSj+1 , Uleft ← min(UCPUleft , UNICleft)27
j ← j + 128
end29
if Limit = 0 then30
while 2 ∗Nn <= Navail do31
Nn ← Nn × 232
ThSj ← getThroughput(Nn,Sx,NSi)33
if ThSj < ThSj−1 then34
Limit← 1 Break the loop35
end36
j ← j + 137
end38
end39
return TS, Nn, Sx, NSi40
end41
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FIGURE 5.1: Algorithm output(OPTB) for Figure 6.3
In this case the NIC capacity is reached after 1 stripe and the node number is increased exponentially.
In Figure 5.2, 2 nodes with 10G interfaces are available. The CPU capacity is reached after 4 stripes
and 2 stream per stripe. The node number is increased from this point on and it stops at 2 since the
available node number is reached. Finally in Figure 5.3, we see a case where 16 nodes with 1G cards
are available, however sampling stops after 8 nodes since the network capacity is reached.
5.2 Optimization Algorithm for Unknown Disk and
Network Capacity in Heterogeneous Resources(OPTH)
The OPTB algorithm assumes both source and destination nodes are homogeneous. However in cases
where the source and destination clusters are of different architecture, it is important that both source
and destination capacities are taken into account. For example, the cpu model and the number as well
as the architecture or the interconnects could be different on both ends. In this algorithm(Algorithm
4), we alter the OPTB algorithm so that these issues are taken into account.
Input parameters needed by the algorithm are a set of throughput values from the sampling
algorithm(ThN) along with their CPU utilization values, the source and destination NIC capac-
ities (UNICsrc ,UNICdest), available node numbers (Navailsrc ,Navaildest) and CPU capacities (UCPUsrc ,
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FIGURE 5.2: Algorithm output(OPTB) for Figure 6.1
FIGURE 5.3: Algorithm output(OPTB) for Figure 6.12
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UCPUdest). The output of the algorithm is a set of throughput values along with its stream per stripe,
source and destination stripe per node numbers and the number of source and destination nodes.
Lines 42-46 show similarities with the beginning of the OPTB algorithm. The minimum values of NIC
and CPU capacities are calculated for both source and destination. If the optimal throughput has
already reached the maximal capacity of the source node(Line 49), the left capacity of the destination
node is calculated(Lines 50-51) as well as the PI value. If there is still room for further increase in
the striping value in the destination node and also the source available node number is not reached,
then the stripe number for the destination is increased along with the node number for the source
exponentially(Lines 53-54). The throughput value for the current stream, stripe and node values is
read(either by sampling or from history). If the current throughput value is less than the previous
throughput value, then either the disk or the network has reached its limit(Lines 56-58). In this case
the loop is stopped, otherwise the new left capacity of the destination node is calculated(Lines 59-60).
If the destination node has reached its capacity, the same steps from Line 50-61 is repeated but
this time by exchanging the source and destination for the variables. If none of the nodes has reached
its capacity, that means we can increase the stripe number on the same source and destination node
until either of the nodes reaches its capacity (Lines 68-80).
In the continuation of the algorithm, both the source and destination nodes reach their capacity
and the increase of the node number is inevitable as long as the available node numbers are not
exceeded(Algorithm 5).
We present a sample output for the OPTH algorithm in Figure 5.4. In this test case, the source
and destination NICs are heterogeneous and transfers occur in wide-area. The source NIC capacity
is reached after 2 streams and the destination CPU capacity is reached after 4 stripes. The available
node number is reached after 8 stripes in total and a throughput of 5.8Gbps is reached.
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Algorithm 4 Optimization Algorithm(OPTH)
Input: ThN , UNICsrc , UNICdest , Navailsrc , Navaildest , UCPUsrc , UCPUdest
Output: ThS, Nk, Sxsrc ,Sxdest , Nnsrc ,Nndest
j ← j + 1 Sxsrc ← 1 Sxdest ← 1 Nnsrc ← 1 Nndest ← 1 Limit← 042
Uf ← Optimal throughput decided by the Newton model based on ThN43
Nopt ← Optimal stream number decided by the Newton model based on ThN44
NSi ← Sampling parallel stream number before Nopt45
ThSj ← ThNSi46
Uminsrc ← min(UCPUsrc , UNICsrc)47
Umindest ← min(UCPUdest , UNICdest)48
if Uf ≈ Uminsrc then49
UCPUleftdest ← UCPUdest − ThSNi , UNICleftdest ← UNICdest − ThSNi50
Uminleftdest ← min(UCPUleftdest , UNICleftdest )51
PI ← ThNSi − ThNSi−152
while 2× PI <Uminleftdest && Nnsrc × 2 <= Navailsrc do53
Sxdest ← Sxdest × 2 , Nnsrc ← Nnsrc × 254
ThSj+1 ← getThroughput(Nnsrc ,Sxsrc ,Nndest ,Sxdest ,NSi)55
if ThSj+1 < ThSj then56
Limit← 1 Break the loop57
end58
UCPUleftdest ← UCPUdest − ThSj+1 , UNICleftdest ← UNICdest − ThSj+159
Uminleftdest ← min(UCPUleftdest ,UNICleftdest )60
j ← j + 161
end62
else if Uf ≈ Umindest then63
Repeat Lines 50-61 exchanging src and dest labels64
else if Uf < min(Uminsrc , Umindest) then65
Repeat Lines 50-51 for both src and dest values66
PI ← ThNSi − ThNSi−167
while 2× PI <Uminleftdest ‖2×PI <Uminleftsrc do68
if 2× PI <Uminleftdest && 2× PI <Uminleftsrc then69
Sxsrc ← Sxsrc × 2 , Sxdest ← Sxdest × 270
Repeat Lines 55-5871
Repeat Lines 59-60 for both src and dest values72
j ← j + 173
else if 2× PI <Uminleftdest &&Nnsrc × 2 <= Navailsrc then74
Repeat Lines 54-61;75
else if 2× PI <Uminleftsrc &&Nndest × 2 <= Navaildest then76
Repeat Line 75 by exchanging src and dest labels77
else78
Break the loop79
end80
end81
end82
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FIGURE 5.4: Algorithm output(OPTH) for Figure 6.21
Algorithm 5 Continuation of Optimization Algorithm(OPTH)
if Limit = 0 then
while Nnsrc × 2 <= Navailsrc && Nndest × 2 <= Navaildest do
end
Nnsrc ← Nnsrc × 2
Nndest ← Nndest × 2
ThSj+1 ← getThroughput(Nnsrc ,Sxsrc ,Nndest ,Sxdest ,NSi)
if ThSj+1 < ThSj then
Break the loop
end
end
return TS, Nnsrc , Nndest , Sxsrc , Sxdest , NSi
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Chapter 6
Experimental Results
The experiments designed to show how the optimization algorithms work are conducted over the
LONI and the TeraGrid network by using clusters that have 1G and 10G NIC network cards on their
nodes. Table 6.1 presents the list of resources used for the experiments.The 10G nodes over the LONI
network are limited to two nodes. The nodes with 1G network cards are allocated through the PBS
batch job scheduler. Hence the number of nodes that are allocated is also limited. We made use of
MPI to be able to make multiple requests to different GridFTP servers run on user mode over the
allocated nodes. Each node on Eric, Oliver and Poseidon clusters has 4 processor cores except for the
head node which has 8 cores. Abe cluster GridFTP nodes also have 4 cores in each. Lincoln cluster
has 8 cores in each node.
The experiments are divided into sections based on the transfer path(e.g. disk-to-disk), the algo-
rithm used and the type of network(e.g. WAN).
6.1 Local Area Experiments for OPTB Algoritm(LONI
Network)
In this section, we present the experimental results regarding the local area transfers conducted over
the LONI network and algorithm application for both disk-to-disk and memory-to-memory transfer
cases.
TABLE 6.1: Testbed
Resource Network Interface Available node number
eric.loni.org 10G 2
eric.loni.org 1G 128
oliver.loni.org 10G 2
oliver.loni.org 1G 128
poseidon.loni.org 10G 2
poseidon.loni.org 1G 128
gridftp-abe.ncsa.teragrid.org 10G 2
lincoln.ncsa.uiuc.edu 1G 256
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6.1.1 Disk-to-disk Transfers
The application of the optimization algorithm(OPTB) for disk-to-disk transfers are presented in this
section. To better utilize the parallel file system speed, multi file parallel writes are done which are
explained in Section 3.4 for each stripe. Figure 6.1 shows the experimental results between Oliver and
Eric cluster nodes with 10G interfaces and 4 cores on each. The throughput values of a set of different
parallelism levels that are decided by the sampling algorithm and their corresponding cpu utilization
values are presented in Figure 6.1.a and b. The light blue bars in Figure a. shows the throughput
values fed into the OPTB algorithm. The optimal stream value predicted by the Newton’s model is 3
using the parallelism levels of 1, 2 and 8 decided by the selection algorithm. The cpu utilization for
that value is around 15%. As the throughput gained by the optimal stream number reaches neither
NIC limit nor the CPU capacity, the algorithm set the stream number to the sampling stream number
before the optimal which is 2 and starts increasing stripe number exponentially. In Figure 6.1.c we
could see the data points used by the algorithm with light blue bars. The horizontal axis values
represent the node number, total number of stripes and stream number per stripe in order. The total
utilization for the node passes 80% at 4 stripes(Figure 6.1.d) and since the left capacity is not enough
for the next improvement in throughput the node number is increased to 2 by setting the stripe per
node to 4. Our experiments also showed that if we did not increase the node number but used the
same node only by increasing the stripes it caused the throughput fall and all the cpu cores hit their
maximum capacity. The algorithm stops at 2 nodes because the maximum available node with 10G
cards is 2. However if further nodes were available it would continue to increase the node number
until the throughput falls. The Newton model is applied to the available data points by using the
stripe values 1,4 and 8. The prediction gives very accurate results for the actual throughput values.
The maximum throughput reached is 4.2 Gbps. Considering the disk maximum capacity is around
6 Gbps and it is shared among all of the LONI users, it is a very high value gained with limited
resources. Also from the possible stream, stripe and node value of 8× 8× 2 = 128 combinations only
7 data points are needed.
We applied the algorithm also by using the head node of the Eric and Poseidon clusters which
have 8 cores. In Figure 6.2.a the prediction model suggests the optimal stream number as 4 based on
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FIGURE 6.1: Model Application on Disk-to-Disk Transfers between Eric and Oliver with 10G inter-
faces and 4 cores
parallelism levels 1,2 and 8. The cpu utilization for that number is around 7%(Figure 6.2.b) which
is almost half of the utilization with the previous results for 4 cores. The algorithm fixes the parallel
stream number and increases the stripe number exponentially until either the cpu or NIC capacity is
reached(Figure 6.2.c). The stripe number is increased until 8 which indicates in Figure 6.2.d reaches
the cpu capacity to almost 100%. The stripe number for the node is set to 8. Unfortunately only
one node is available with 8-cores hence the node number can not be increased. The application
of Newton’s model on the results with parallelism levels 2,4 and 8 suggests 8 as the optimal stripe
number. The maximal throughput achieved is around 3.8 Gbps. From 8 × 8 × 1 = 64 possible
combinations only 7 data points are needed.
In the last experiment, we allocate 16 nodes with 1G interfaces and apply the algorithm for trans-
fers between Eric and Oliver clusters. In Figure 6.3.a and b, we present the throughput values of
different parallel stream values that are fed into the algorithm along with their cpu utilization values.
The model predicts 3 as the optimal stream number. Considering the throughput is around %90 of
NIC capacity the stripe number is set to one and the stream number for stripe is set to the sampling
stream number before the optimal which is 2. In Figure 6.3.c the light blue bars shows the data
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FIGURE 6.2: Model Application on Disk-to-Disk Transfers between Eric and Poseidon head nodes
with 10G interfaces and 8 cores
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FIGURE 6.3: Model Application on Disk-to-Disk Transfers between Eric and Oliver with 1G interfaces
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FIGURE 6.4: Transfer times for model application with 1GB sampling size vs data size
points used by the algorithm. The node number is increased until 16 which is the available node
number. Based on the striping levels 4,8 and 16, the prediction model provides accurate results and
presents the optimal striping number as 12. The maximal throughput gained is around 5.8Gbps which
is very close to the maximal disk speed. From 8 × 1 × 16 = 128 possible combinations only 8 data
points are needed by the algorithm.
Another set of experiments are run to compare the transfer times for different data sizes between
20GB-60GB by using 1GB sampling size to analyze the overhead of the model. The experiments are
conducted by using both 1G and 10G interfaces. Figure 6.4.a presents the results for 1G interface
over Oliver and Eric clusters. Sampling overhead is the total time to do the samplings needed by
the algorithm each of which is 1GB. Total optimized time is the overhead time + the time needed
to transfer the rest of the file with the optimized parameters. The optimized time with history
represents the time to transfer the whole file with the previous optimized parameters. The non-
optimized time is the transfer time with 1 stream only. For 20GB data size, the optimized total time
is decreased by half even with sampling overhead comparing to non-optimized transfer time. This
ratio is increased by 5 for the transfers with history information. The gap between the optimized
and non-optimized time is increased as the file size increases. Similar results are observed with the
10G interface experiments(Figure 6.4.b). This proves that the model provides very high throughput
results even with the sampling overhead included.
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FIGURE 6.5: Model Application on Memory-to-memory Transfers between Eric and Oliver with 10G
interfaces and 4 cores
6.1.2 Memory-to-memory Transfers
In this section, we present the results of similar tests for algorithm application in the previous
subsection but using memory-to-memory transfers. The transfers are done using the Eric and Oliver
clusters with 1G and 10G interfaces.
In Figure 6.5.a the light blue bars indicate the set of throughput values given from the sampling
algorithm to the OPTB algorithm. The optimal stream number is 6 however neither CPU (Figure
6.5.b) nor the NIC capacity is reached. Hence the sampling number for a single flow is selected as 4
(which is the previous sampling before optimal stream number) and the stripe number is increased
from this point on. When the stripe number is 2 the throughput reaches a 7.5Gbps but the NIC
capacity does not have the available room for the next improvement step. Therefore the stripe per
node number is fixed at 2 and the node number is increased to 2. The throughput achieved reaches
9Gbps which is around the maximum value for the switch and the theoretical network capacity. The
algorithm stops at this point because the available node number is reached. The total number of data
values is 8 from the minimum possible combination of 8x2x2=32 values.
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FIGURE 6.6: Model Application on Memory-to-memory Transfers between Eric and Oliver with 1G
interfaces
In the second set of experiments, 1G interfaces are used. In Figure 6.6.a, the optimal stream number
is 4 and the NIC capacity is reached with this throughput value. Hence the stripe per node is also
set as 1 and the node number is increased exponentially(Figure 6.6). The maximum throughput is
reached around 10 streams and the prediction curve gives a value around 16 streams which also gives
maximal throughput. 9 data points are used among 4x32=128 minimum possible combinations.
Finally, the overhead of the sampling data is calculated to see the effectiveness of the model with
1GB and 2GB sampling sizes and a data size range of 20-60GB is used. Figure 6.7.a presents the
transfer times using 1GB sampling size. There is a big gap between the total optimized time which
includes the sampling overhead and non-optimized times and this difference gets bigger when history
transfers are used. When we increase the sampling size to 2GB(Figure 6.7.b ), this overhead of
sampling increases but then again with the optimization improvement, the transfer time is twice less
than the non-optimized version for 20GB data size. With history samplings the improvement is very
high. When we look at the 10G interface results(Figure 6.7.c and d), the gap between the optimized
and non-optimized transfers is less because this time the NIC does not bring a bottleneck to the non-
optimized transfers. Then again the total optimized time provides half the time of non-optimized
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FIGURE 6.7: Transfer times for model application with 1GB and 2GB sampling size vs data size in
memory-to-memory transfers
transfers. With the history prediction information, this difference is much bigger due to the lack of
sampling overhead.
6.2 Wide-area Experiments for OPTB Algoritm (LONI
-TeraGrid Network)
The wide area transfers are conducted between two sites; LONI and NCSA. For 10G interface tests,
the GridFTP nodes of the Abe cluster and the 10G nodes of Eric cluster is used. For 1G interface
another cluster called Lincoln is used on the NCSA site. The destination for these transfers are nodes
with 1G interfaces of Eric and Poseidon clusters on LONI site.
6.2.1 Disk-to-disk Transfers
In this section, we present the results of two different experiments that include disk-to-disk transfers
with 10G and 1G interfaces. Figure 6.8 shows the results with 10G interfaces. In Figure 6.8.a the
total sampling information that is fed to the OPTB algorithm is 4 and the maximum parallel stream
number used is 8. The Newton’s model predicts the optimal stream number as 4 which is also
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FIGURE 6.8: Model Application on Disk-to-disk Transfers between gridftp-abe and eric nodes with
10G interfaces and 4 cores
the sampling number before the optimal stream number. The CPU utilization is around 24% for a
single stripe(Figure 6.8.b). Setting the stream number per stripe to 4, the stripe number is increased
exponentially(Figure 6.8.c). The light blue bars presents the sampling levels chosen by the algorithm.
However after 4 stripes per node the CPU utilization reaches %90 which does not leave space for the
next improvement value(Figure 6.8.d). Therefore the stripe per node is set to 4 and the node number
is increased. The available node number is reached with 8 stripes hence the algorithm stops at this
point. The prediction applied based on these stripe-node-stream values suggests 8 as the optimal
number. From a possible minimum combination of 8x8x2=128 values only 7 is selected for the model
and a throughput value of 4.5Gbps is achieved.
In Figure 6.9, we see the application of the OPTB algorithm on disk-to-disk transfers conducted
over the 16 allocated nodes of Lincoln and Poseidon clusters with 1G network interfaces. The optimal
stream number predicted by the Newton’s iteration is 8 and the throughput is around 900Mbps
which indicates the network card limit is reached. After that point, the number of nodes is increased
exponentially(Figure 6.9.c). It stops at 16 nodes since the available node number is reached and the
throughput does not fall down. 3Gbps throughput is reached and 8 sampling values are used.
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FIGURE 6.9: Model Application on Disk-to-disk Transfers between Lincoln and Poseidon clusters
with 1G interfaces
The overhead of the OPTB algorithm for the disk-to-disk transfers between LONI and Teragrid
sites with 10G and 1G network interfaces is presented in Figure 6.10. The results show that in both
cases, our model gives better results and the gap between the optimized and non optimized times gets
bigger as the data size increases. The improvement is much more significant in case of the transfers
with history prediction.
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FIGURE 6.10: Transfer times for model application with 2GB sampling size vs data size
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6.2.2 Memory-to-memory Transfers
In this section, we present the results of OPTB algorithm application for memory-to-memory trans-
fers. The 10G interface tests are conducted between the headnode of Eric which has 8 cores and
gridftp-abe that uses two nodes with 4 cores in round-robin fashion. In this way, the total number of
cores are the same for both source and destination. In Figure 6.11.a we see the throughput of single
stripe by using parallel streams. The blue bars shows the parallelism levels fed into the algorithm
as input. The highest throughput is gained around 5-6 streams which is 4Gbps. However when we
look into the average CPU utilization, the highest value is around %13 which is around %100 for one
core(Figure 6.11.b). But the NIC limit is not reached yet. The CPU becomes the bottleneck in this
case. The sampling stream number before the optimal is 4. Setting this number for each stripe, the
stripe number is increased exponentially. The light blue bars in Figure 6.11.c represents the striping
levels used by the algorithm. The average CPU utilization increases to %37 but never passes this
point(Figure 6.11.d) but the throughput starts to decrease after 8 stripes on the same node although
the NIC and CPU limits are not reached. In this case network becomes the bottleneck. The algorithm
stops after 16 stripes on the same node. The suggested node number is 1 and the stripe per node
is 6. From 1x16x16=256 possible minimum number of combinations, only 9 is used by the OPTB
algorithm and a throughput of 6Gbps is achieved.
Figure 6.12 presents the results for 1G interface between Lincoln and Eric clusters. In Figure 6.12.a,
the throughput results are very close to each other and the NIC capacity is reached. The optimal
stream selected by the Newton’s model is 2. The CPU utilization is around %10. In this case the
stripe number is set to 1 for a single node and the node number is increased exponentially(6.12.c).
The throughput starts to decrease after 4 nodes and the algorithm stops at 8 nodes. The predicted
optimal stripe number is 6 and although the predicted optimal throughput is a little less than the
actual throughput the striping level selected is very accurate. A total of 8x1x8=64 possible node-
stripe-stream combinations, only 7 points are used. The total throughput achieved is more than
5Gbps.
The overhead of the algorithm application for both cases is presented in Figure 6.13. The sampling
sizes for the experiments are 1GB and 2GB. The total optimized time for both sampling sizes are
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FIGURE 6.11: Model Application on Memory-to-memory Transfers between gridftp-abe and Eric2
with 10G interfaces and 2 4-core nodes on source and 1 8-core node on destination
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FIGURE 6.13: Transfer times for model application with 1GB and 2GB sampling size vs data size in
memory-to-memory transfers between NCSA and LONI
similar. However if we look into the history results the 2GB sampling gives a better accuracy since
the time to transfer is far less then the result with 1GB sampling size. However as the data size
increases 2GB sampling performs better than 1GB sampling. For both cases, the distinction between
the non-optimized and optimized transfers are very high which proves the efficiency of our model.
For the 10G interface case the gap between the non-optimized and optimized times is less for small
data size however it increases as the data size increases. 1GB sampling performs better than 2GB
sampling since the 2GB samplings only increases the overhead time providing the same accuracy.
However the optimization performs better in all of the cases except for 2GB sampling-20GB data
size case.
6.3 Local Area Experiments for OPTH Algoritm(LONI
Network)
The experiments designed for the OPTH Algorithm takes into consideration the network interface
card differences at the source and destination as well as the processor architecture.
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6.3.1 Disk-to-disk Transfers
In this test case, we consider different processor architectures. The cards on both destination and
source sides are 10Gbps. The source node Oliver2 has 4 dual core 2.33GHz processors which corre-
spond to 8 cores in total. The destination Eric1 has 2 dual core 3GHz processors which also correspond
to 4 cores. During the test the architecture of Eric2 is assumed to be the same as Eric1. However
the measurements that will decide the node number increase point are done on Eric1. In Figure
6.14.a we see that the parallel stream number does not affect the throughput much. The destina-
tion and source CPU utilizations are in the range % 10-16(Figure 6.14.b ) although the destination
utilization is much bigger. The optimal stream number set by the algorithm is 2 and the stripe num-
ber is increased(Figure 6.14.c). The x-axis labels are ordered for source node number, total source
stripe number,destination node number, total destination stripe number and the stream number per
stripe. When the stripe number is reached at 4, the destination CPU capacity does not have idle
time enough for the next improvement(Figure 6.14.d). Hence the node number on the destination is
increased while the source node number stays the same. However since the available destination node
number is 2, the algorithm stops at this point. The total number of samplings needed is 8 out of a
possible minimum 8x8x8x2x1=1024 combinations. 4.5Gbps throughput is achieved.
6.3.2 Memory-to-memory Transfers
The same test case for the heterogeneous processor architectures in the previous section is repeated
in this section for memory-to-memory transfers. Since the disk bottleneck is eliminated the effect
of the parallel streams is more significant (Figure 6.15.a). The gap between source and destination
utilization for parallel streams is higher in Figure 6.15.b. The stream number set by the algorithm in
this case is 8. The stripe number is increased at both source and destination since the CPU and NIC
capacity is not reached. However after 2 stripes the throughput reaches around 7.7Gbps and since
there is only a single source available, and the NIC capacity do not have enough room for further
increasing the stripe number, the algorithm stops at this point. Since only 2 points are available and
the cause of the termination is the insufficient node number, it is wise to use the latest sampling
throughput as the optimal throughput. Even if we increased the stripe number in the same node the
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FIGURE 6.14: Model Application (OPTH) on Disk-to-disk Transfers between Oliver2 and Eric1&2
achievable throughput only reaches 8 Gbps. In this case 6 samplings out of a possible 16 combinations
are used and 7.7 Gbps throughput is achieved.
The second test case analyzes the heterogeneity of NICs on source and destination for memory-to-
memory transfers. We allocated 16 nodes with 1G cards from the Poseidon cluster as source, and we
used 2 head nodes of Eric cluster with 10G cards. When we look at the effect of parallel streams on the
end-to-end throughput, we can see that it is very slight and the throughput is limited by the source
NIC bottleneck(Figure 6.16.a). Since the CPU utilizations show no bottleneck, the algorithm sets
the parallel stream number to 2 and increases the source node number exponentially(Figure 6.16.c).
When we reach 4 stripes, the destination utilization reaches a point where there is not enough idle
CPU cyles for the next improvement value (Figure 6.16.d). In this case, the destination node number
is also increased. However since the available destination node number is reached at this point, the
algorithm stops here. The achievable throughput is 6.2Gbps and a total of 6 samples are needed from
a possible combination of 4x8x1x2x4=256 values.
In Figure 6.17, we present the transfer times of the model application with OPTH algorithm with
2GB samplings. The results of the transfers using different node architectures indicate intermingled
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FIGURE 6.15: Model Application (OPTH) on Memory-to-memory Transfers between Oliver2 and
Eric1&2
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FIGURE 6.16: Model Application (OPTH) on Memory-to-memory Transfers between Poseidon(1G)
and Eric1&2(10G)
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FIGURE 6.17: Transfer times for model application(OPTH) with 2GB sampling size vs data size in
memory-to-memory transfers in LONI
lines between non-optimized and total optimized time(Figure 6.17.a). This is due to the large sam-
pling size overhead and the lack of available node numbers to properly apply the algorithm. However
the optimized time with history prediction gives good results. The transfers that focus on the het-
erogeneity of NICs on the source and destination nodes provide much better improvements in terms
of total transfer times(Figure 6.17.b). The optimized time with history is 9 times better than the
non-optimized time for the 30GB data size.
6.4 Wide-area Experiments for OPTH Algoritm (LONI
-TeraGrid Network)
In this section, we present the experimental results of transfers between NCSA and LONI and algo-
rithm application for both disk-to-disk and memory-to-memory transfer cases.
6.4.1 Disk-to-disk Transfers
The differences in the network interfaces is an important issue that can affect the end-to-end through-
put. In this test case, we measure the effectiveness of the OPTH algorithm where the interfaces on the
source and destination are different. We allocated 16 nodes from the Lincoln cluster with 1G network
interfaces which resides in NCSA. As the destination nodes, we used the 2 head nodes of Eric cluster
(LONI) which both have 10G interfaces. In Figure 6.18.a the throughput reaches 880Mbps which
indicates that the source node interface capacity is reached. Setting the stream number per stripe to
2, the node number in the source is increased. After 8 stripes, the destination capacity is also reached
and the node number in the destination is also increased along with the source(Figure
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FIGURE 6.18: Model Application (OPTH) on Disk-to-disk Transfers between Lincoln(1G) and
Eric(10G)
6.18.c). Since at this point the available node number in both sides is reached the algorithm stops. A
disk-to-disk throughput of 4Gbps is achieved and 7 samplings are used from a possible combination
of 4x16x1x8x2=256 values.
In the second test case, we applied the model on disk-to-disk transfers of different processor archi-
tectures between 2 4-core 2.8GHz processor gridftp nodes of Abe cluster in NCSA site and Eric2 which
is an 8-core 2.33GHz head node of the Eric cluster in LONI site. In Figure 6.19.a, we see the effect of
the parallel streams on the disk throughput. The optimized stream number selected by the algorithm
is 4. By setting the stream/stripe number to that value, the stripe number is increased(Figure 6.19.c).
However when the stripe number is 8, the source utilization reaches its capacity(Figure 6.19.d). In
this case, the source node number is increased by the OPTH algorithm to 2.But the throughput
decrease at 16 stripe. 9 data points are used by the algorithm out of a possible 16x2x8x1x16=4096
possible combinations. The achieved throughput is around 2.9Gbps. The low value could be related
to either disk load or the variation of the CPU utilization on the destination node which gives us a
low average utilization value although the capacity is reached.
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FIGURE 6.19: Model Application (OPTH) on Disk-to-disk Transfers between Abe(10G) and
Eric2(10G)
In Figure 6.20, we present the disk-to-disk transfer times of wide area experiments with 2GB
sampling size and compare the optimized time of OPTH algorithm to the non-optimized time. The
results in Figure 6.20.a shows us the improved transfer times in case of the heterogeneous network
interface cards in source and destination. The gap between the non-optimized and optimized times is
very large due to the 1G NIC bottleneck at the source side. The test results of the different processor
architectures also shows an improvement in the transfer time especially for the optimized time with
history information(Figure 6.20.b).
6.4.2 Memory-to-memory Transfers
The same tests about the network interface differences at source and destination in the previous
section is repeated for memory-to-memory transfers. In Figure 6.21.a, we see a similar characteristics
comparing to the disk transfers in terms of parallel streams except that the CPU utilizations are
less(Figure 6.21.b). The optimal stream number is set to 2 by the algorithm and the stripe number
is increased by increasing the node number at the source(Figure 6.21.c). However after 4 stripes, the
destination node cpu utilization reaches a level where further increase in the same node is not feasible.
In this case the destination node number is increased to 2 which is also the available node number for
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FIGURE 6.20: Transfer times for model application(OPTH) with 2GB sampling size vs data size in
disk-to-disk transfers between NCSA and LONI
the destination. Hence, the algorithm stops at this point giving a throughput value around 6Gbps.
A total of 6 sampling values are needed to apply the algorithm.
The second test case is also a similar test case for the different processor architectures presented
in the previous section, however we use memory-to-memory transfers. Figure 6.22.a indicates that
the throughput reaches 4Gbps around 4-8 streams while the source utilization is around %25 which
corresponds to %100 for single core. One important observation in this case is that the source uti-
lization(4 cores) is greater than the destination utilization(8cores). Setting the stream number per
stripe to 4 streams, the stripe number is increased exponentially. This continues until 16 stripe where
the throughput drops down. But the end-systems capacities are not reached indicating the network
limit is reached in this case. A throughput 5Gbps is achieved and 9 data points are used among a
possible minimum 16x1x16=256 combinations.
The overhead of the application of the OPTH algorithm for memory-to-memory transfers is pre-
sented in Figure 6.23. The gap between the non-optimized and optimized transfers (including sam-
pling overhead) is large due to the difference between the source and destination network inter-
faces(Figure 6.23.a). This gap is smaller for the test case with different processor architectures where
NIC is not a bottleneck. Yet the improvement is significant.
Overall, both algorithms provide dramatic changes in throughput for disk-to-disk and memory-to-
memory transfers. This gap is larger when history information is used. The OPTB performs better
than the OPTH due to the fact that it uses more resources. Another reason for this difference is the
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FIGURE 6.21: Model Application (OPTH) on Memory-to-memory Transfers between Lincoln(1G)
and Eric1&2(10G)
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FIGURE 6.22: Model Application (OPTH) on Memory-to-memory Transfers between Abe(10G) and
Eric2(10G)
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FIGURE 6.23: Transfer times for model application(OPTH) with 2GB sampling size vs data size in
memory-to-memory transfers between NCSA and LONI
unavailability of variety of resources in the OPTH algorithm where the resource numbers were not
sufficient. The prediction applied on the results is very accurate. The throughput achieved ranges
between 5-9Gbps including both local and wide area transfers while for disk-to-disk transfers a range
of 3-5Gbps is achieved based on the different test cases, load of the network and disk systems.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this dissertation, we aimed to address the optimization problem for end-to-end data transfer
throughput at the application-level. We analyzed the parallel transfer behavior of a TCP-based data
transfer protocol, GridFTP, over different network topologies with different bottleneck link capacities.
We presented several prediction models according to the characteristics of the transfers. It has been
observed that the aggregate throughput starts to fall down in existence of congestion and none of
the existing models could mimic this behavior. By using minimum information on historical results
or minimally sampling transfers, our proposed models were able to predict the throughput curve of
GridFTP, and we have observed very accurate results. We also conducted a variety of experiments and
simulations to see the effect of buffer size tuning over parallel streams. Tuning buffer size and parallel
stream number are two ways of optimizing the application level throughput. When the correct balance
is found, these techniques applied together could improve the end-to-end throughput comparing to
the single application of each technique. Our experiments showed that the usage of parallel streams
on fairly tuned buffers could give higher throughput values and less number of streams are needed
for optimization.
7.1 Major Contributions
The end-to-end transfer throughput in high-speed networks could be improved dramatically by using
data parallelism that takes into account the end-system capacities such as the cpu load, disk access
speed and NIC capacity over the nodes. The model and algorithms presented in this dissertation
provide the parallelism parameters such as the number of streams per stripe, number of stripe per
node and number of nodes for the users. The experimental results conducted using various settings
indicate the accuracy of the model and close-to maximal throughput values. The model also gives
very good results with immediate sampling especially for large file sizes.
The provided model uses the underlying protocol and does not require any changes in the protocol.
The application of the model is easy and it can scale well and is compatible with different architec-
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tures. It could be used with any type of node structure and interconnect. Most importantly, it aims
maximal achievable throughput by using minimum number of resources.
The experimental results justify our improved model as well as the algorithms to provide improved
throughput over high-speed networks and remove the end-system bottlenecks. The time consumed
on optimization due to sampling is relatively small compared with the time cost of a file transfer.The
difference between the achieved throughput by using this model and the non-optimized throughput
is dramatic and the overhead of the model is negligible.
7.2 Future Work
There are several research directions that could be followed after the model presented in this dis-
sertation. The application of the model is practical and does not require much system information.
However it makes certain assumptions such as the resources being idle at the beginning of the trans-
fer. A further improved model will take into account the busy resources used by multiple users where
a specific allocation is not needed. The accuracy of the model could be improved. A certain sampling
size that will give us a good trade-off of accuracy and overhead can help and ease the implementation
model. In the case of multiple transfers between different source and destinations submitted to a
scheduler, the available optimum throughput predicted by the model could be divided among the
possible data transfer jobs.
The algorithms presented in this dissertation work in a fashion that assumes there is no available
information about the network capacity and maximum disk capacity. However in some cases, such
as dedicated networks, the capacity is known a priori and these algorithms could be simplified based
on the same flow model but causing less overhead.
These models could be applied in distributed parallel applications(e.g. distributed visualization,
peer-to-peer file sharing, data scheduling) and both adapt to disk-to-disk and memory-to-memory
transfers and most importantly scale well no matter how fast the disk systems, the optical net-
work infrastructure or CPU architecture becomes. A future work would be to improve the accuracy
and reduce the overhead and provide implementation models that will be appropriate for different
application areas.
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